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Abstract

Smart cards, having no user interface, are unable to communicate with the user directly.
Communication is only possible with the aid of a terminal, which leads to several security
problems. For example, if the terminal is untrusted (which is a very typical scenario), it may
perform a man-in-the middle attack.

I have created a formal model for dealing with untrusted terminals, and developed
mathematical proofs on the limitations of a user in an untrusted terminal environment.
Unfortunately, these limitations are too severe, so the attacks of malicious terminals cannot
be fully eliminated. Thus, I elaborated solutions to mitigate the problem:

I have developed a protocol that takes advantage of the biometric abilities of the user and
thus allows sending authentic messages from untrusted terminals. I have also developed a
framework for the user to review signatures made in untrusted environment, and to revoke
unintended signatures.
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Summary

Mitigating the attacks of malicious terminals

A human user would like to send sensitive messages to a remotepartner through an insecure
network. In order to access the network, she needs to have a terminal at her disposal. If this
terminal is untrusted it may perform a man-in-the middle attack.

If the user protects her messages using a trusted smart card,then the untrusted terminal is unable
to access the cryptographic keys stored in the card. However, the user still cannot control the
operations the terminal performs with the card, so she stilldoes not have any control over her
cryptographic key.

I have elaborated a formal model for the above probelm. According to my model, the human
user is unable to perform strong cryptographic operations.This means, she cannot encrypt
long documents and she cannot compute a message authentication code with a security that
the untrusted terminal cannot easily breach.

Within my model, I have proven the following statements:

• If the user is unable to securely encrypt a long document in one step, a remote partner
cannot help her in establishing an encrypted channel.

• If the user cannot securely authenticate a long document in one step, a remote partner
cannot help her in establishing an authenticated channel.

Within my model, I have proven that the user cannot solve the above problem, so I sought
solutions outside the boundaries of my model. I have elaborated two practical solutions for
mitigating the problem of sending authenticated messages:

• I proposed a framework for the revocation of unintended digital signatures that were
initiated by malicious terminals.

• I proposed a solution where the user authenticates her messages using her biometric
abilities. Later on, the biometric signature of the user is protected by the digital signature
of the smart card, so the two signatures prove the authenticity of the message together.

Both of my solutions can be used by non-professional users too.
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Összefoglaló

Védekezési lehet̋oségek
a rosszindulatú terminálok támadásai ellen

(Mitigating the attacks of malicious terminals)

A felhasználó, egy mindennapi ember, üzenetet kíván küldeni egy távoli félnek. Ahhoz, hogy a
hálózaton kommunikálhasson, terminálra van szüksége. Ha csak nem biztonságos terminál áll a
rendelkezésére, kiszolgáltatottá válik annak man-in-the-middle támadásaival szemben.

Ha a felhasználó egy megbízható chipkártya segítségével védi üzeneteit, akkor a kártyán tárolt
kulcs nem kerülhet a terminál birtokába. Ugyanakkor, a felhasználónak továbbra sincsen
lehet̋osége annak ellenőrzésére, hogy a terminál milyen műveleteket végez a chipkártyával,
vagyis az azon tárolt kriptográfiai kulccsal.

Formális modellt dolgoztam ki a fenti problémára, amely szerint a felhasználó nem képes erős
kriptográfiai művelet végrehajtására, vagyis nem képes sem hosszú dokumentumokat titkosítani,
sem hosszú dokumentumokra dokumentumra kriptográfiai ellenőrző összeget (MAC) számítani
úgy, hogy azt a terminál ne tudná jelentős valószínűséggel sikeresen támadni.

A fenti modellemben a következő két állításra adtam formális bizonyítást:

• Ha a felhasználó nem képes a dokumentumot egy lépésben titkosítani, akkor egy távoli fél
sem képes neki segítséget nyújtani a titkos kommunikáció felépítésében.

• Ha a felhasználó nem képes a dokumentumot egy lépében hitelesíteni, akkor egy távoli fél
sem képes neki segítséget nyújtani a hiteles kommunikáció felépítésében.

Bebizonyítottam, hogy modellemben a felhasználó nem képesmegoldani a problémát, így a
modellem határain kívül kerestem megoldást a probléma enyhítésére. Két gyakorlati megoldást
dolgoztam ki a hiteles üzenet küldésének esetére:

• Olyan keretrendszert dolgoztam ki, amelyben a felhasználóa csaló terminálok által
kezdeményezett aláírásokat – szigorúan szabályozott feltételek között – visszavonhatja.

• Olyan megoldást dolgoztam ki, amelyben a felhasználó sajátmaga, biometriai képességei
segítségével hitelesíti az üzenetet. A felhasználó “biometriai aláírását” kés̋obb a chipkártya
kriptográfiai aláírása is megvédi, és a dokumentum hitelességét e két aláírás együttesen
igazolja.

Mindkét megoldás alkalmas rá, hogy laikus felhasználók is igénybe vegyék.
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1 Introduction

Electronic commerce applications require participants tosend sensitive information over a
network. For example, if Alice would like to buy some goods from Bob via the Internet, she
needs to send her order and payment information (e.g. her credit card number). Generally, the
Internet is an insecure medium, so whenever sensitive information is transmitted it needs to be
protected. Cryptographic protocols provide a widespread way to protect the confidentiality and
integrity of such information.

Cryptographic protocols are usually described between abstract hypothetical entities like ’Alice’
and ’Bob’; in practice they are usually processes running oncomputers. As long as electronic
commerce is performed between computers, both parties can authenticate each-other using
challenge and response mechanisms, and can exchange information through an encrypted and
authenticated channel.

However, it is a particularly interesting case when Alice isa human. A sole human needs a
computer, aterminal to take part in such a protocol. On the one hand, she needs the terminal
to connect to the network. On the other hand, she needs the terminal to perform complex
cryptographic operations like encryption or digital signature. If a protocol participant is a human,
it is implicitly assumed that she has a computer at her disposal. It is also assumed that she trusts
her terminal for following the cryptographic protocol and for not mounting an attack.

Within this dissertation that practical scenario is considered when the above statement is not true,
and the terminal is untrusted, i.e. Alice assumes that her terminal performs an attack.

1.1 An example of an attack

Let us consider Protocol 1, when the human user Alice would like to send a digitally signed
message to Bob. Alice has a terminal that stores her private key. She types her message using
the keyboard of the terminal.

Protocol 1. – The protocol for trusted terminals

Step 1 Alice → Terminal: messagem

Step 2 Terminal→ Bob: messagem signed with the private key of Alice

If we assume that the terminal is not malicious, the protocolis secure. However, if the terminal is
malicious (either because it is infected by a virus or because it is under the control of an intruder
from the network), it may perform an obvious attack: it can replace messagem with m′ where
m′ is a message that Alice would not sign. [Schneier and Shostack, 1999]

Many countries have laws that accept certain versions of digital signatures to be equivalent with
handwritten ones (e.g. [EU Directive, 1999], [Hungarian Law, 2001]), so the untrusted terminal
may make Alice sign an arbitrary legally binding statement.
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A key problem with Protocol 1 is, that the private key of the user is stored by the terminal. This
way, the terminal may abuse the private key of the user and sign an arbitrary message whenever
it chooses.

In the following example, user Alice has a smart card that stores her private key. A smart
card is a trusted, tamper-resistant microcomputer with thesize of a plastic card. The private
key of Alice is generated on the smart card, and never leaves it. If Alice would like to sign a
message with her card, she sends the message to the card and receives the signature in return.
[Berta and Mann, 2000a] A smart card is protected by a PIN code, so a thief who steals the card
cannot sign messages in the name of Alice. Having introducedthe smart card, Protocol 1 can be
extended as follows:

Protocol 2. – Storing the private key on a smart card

Step 1 Alice → Terminal: messagem, PIN code

Step 2 Terminal→ Card: messagem, PIN code

Step 3 Card→ Terminal: messagem signed with the private key of Alice

Step 4 Terminal→ Bob: messagem signed with the private key of Alice

This way, if the terminal is stolen, the attacker cannot extract the private key of Alice from
it. However, a terminal that is malicious at the time of the signing can still mount an attack.
The malicious terminal can still replace the messagem with messagem′ Alice would not sign.
Moreover, it can sniff the PIN code of the user in Step 1, so it can initiate signature operations if
the card is accessible.

Although PIN codes are useful against e.g. card theft, they provide little protection against the
threat of untrusted terminals, so their use is not discussedin this work.

1.2 An attack tree of the problem

Attack trees were proposed by Schneier in [Schneier, 1999a], they are a simple tool for assessing
the security of a system. An attack tree represents attacks in a tree structure. The goal of the
attacker is in the root of the tree, and each node is a task an attacker may take towards this
goal. Leaves represent atomic tasks while nodes represent more complex ones. There are two
kind of nodes in the tree: ’and’ nodes and ’or’ nodes. In orderto perform the task in an ’and’
node, an attacker needs to perform the tasks in each subnodes. In order to perform the task in
an ’or’ node, an attacker needs to perform a task in one of the subnodes. Schneier also proposed
that various attributes (e.g. cost of a certain task) can be assigned to each leaf, and thus the
cost of performing the whole attack can be estimated. Thus, they can be used to evaluate, how
cost-effective the security measures in a security system are.
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Attack trees are scaleable, so the root (result) of one tree can be used instead of a leaf in another
one. Perhaps, the main advantage of attack trees is that theyare easy to use and understand, so
they provide a plausible way to illustrate the amount of costs required to attack a system.

A general attack tree for smart cards was proposed in [Kincses, 2004]. I do not try to provide a
general attack tree for all aspects of smart cards security.Figure 1 shows an attack tree where
the goal of the attacker is to obtain a digitally signed message in the name of the user in a public
key infrastructure.

Figure 1: Attack tree – Obtaining a digitally signed messagein the name of the user

The tree illustrates that various parts of the system can be attacked to fulfill this goal:

1. The attacker may choose to attack the cryptographic algorithms. One possible target is
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the public key algorithm that is used to compute the digital signature (e.g. RSA with an
1024-bit-long key) or the hash function (e.g. SHA-1).

2. The attacker may also choose to attack the smart card hardware or software. First, the
attacker needs to obtain the card, then the attacker needs toextract the user’s private key
or make the card perform the digital signature operation.

3. The attacker may choose to attack the user. There are a widerange of possibilities ranging
from fooling her into signingm′, to forcing or bribing her. Another possibility is to make
her reveal her PIN code and then steal her card.

4. Another possibility is to attack the registration procedure of the authority that issues the
card (or the certificate of the user). If the attacker can masquerade the user towards this
authority or can bribe or blackmail registration officers, the attacker can sign messages in
the user’s name.

5. Finally, the attacker may attack the user’s terminal, so that she cannot control what
messages she signs. The attacker may mount the attacks described in Section 1.1

Within this dissertation I do not try to approximate the values of the cost of various attacks.
However, I would like to highlight that the cost of the attackis in a different magnitude in the
five main branches of the attack tree.

1. Perhaps, attacking the cryptographic algorithms has thehighest cost among all branches.
Very strong algorithms exist that are thoroughly evaluatedby the academic community,
attacking them is infeasible for probably all attackers.

2. Smart cards are designed to protect the information they store. They are constructed
in a way that it should be very hard to extract information from them. Moreover,
if the card detects that it is being decomposed, it may destroy the information
it stores. [Rankl and Effing, 1997], [Zoreda and Oton, 1994],[Smith et al., 1999],
[Yee and Tygar, 1995]

Time-to-time, experts find various tricks to attack the cards and sometimes even find
vulnerabilities that could be exploited in a feasible way. (e.g.: [Kelsey et al., 2000],
[Skorobogatov and Anderson, 2002]) However, an attacker still needs considerable
expertise to exploit the – often merely theoretical – vulnerability of a certain
device. Just as Shaw described the evolution of security mechanisms [Shaw, 1905],
experts at card manufacturers develop countermeasures against these vulnerabilities.
(see e.g. [Izu et al., 2004], [Karpovsky et al., 2004], [Anderson and Kuhn, 1997],
[Fung et al., 2001]). I reckon, even if there are some feasible attacks against certain
specific smart card platforms, challenging the constantly developing technology of card
manufacturers is a difficult task.

Although, not as infeasible as attacking the cryptographicalgorithms, attacking the
hardware or software of the smart card is still beyond the capabilities of most attackers.
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3. Compared to 1 and 2, attacking the user is very easy. Generally, this part of the system
is not protected by IT countermeasures, but by making users more security conscious.
[Berta et al., 2005a] An organization may form policies and rules on how to react e.g.
to various attempts to fool the user. The organization should motivate its users well-
enough (by both financial and non-financial methods [Torrington and Hall, 1987]) so that
it is harder to bribe the users. Still, it is very expensive tomake countermeasures in this
branch ultimately strong, because e.g. if a user’s family isheld kidnapped, most users
would sign whatever the kidnapper demands.

4. Generally, it is significantly harder to fool or bribe trained registration officers than non-
professional users. However, I reckon this is still a feasible option for most attackers.

5. Attacking the terminal is a very easy and straightforwardoption, and is very difficult
to protect against. Computers run operating systems that are far from perfect from the
security point of view. In many systems, an attacker can gaincontrol of the PC remotely
by exploiting a known vulnerability. In case of certain attacks, no interaction from the
user is needed (i.e. the user does not need to click on anything). Attackers developed
malicious software to perform these attacks at large scale,at an automated way. Such
viruses and worms attack computers at random IP addresses and infect the computer,
install themselves on it, and continue to propagate. The state-of-the-art malicious software
can infect hundred thousands of computers in a couple of hours. [Zou et al., 2003],
[White et al., 2003], [Dantu et al., 2004] Many viruses open backdoors on computers they
infect, so the author of the virus can take control of the computer easily. (Perhaps, modern
viruses are merely tools to prepare large scale denial-of-service attacks. [Bencsáth, 2004],
[Bencsáth and Vajda, 2004]) As details of viruses become public, any attacker can use
these backdoors. Thus, infected computers are relatively easy to take control of.

According to [Loney and Lemos, 2004], computers connected to the Internet are attacked
about every 20 minutes. Although most operating system vendors release patches regularly
for newly discovered vulnerabilities, often there is not enough time to download patches;
the computer gets infected before the path could be installed. [SANS, 2004]

An attacker can reach the same result this way (i.e. the attacker can obtain the users
signature for an arbitrary message) as if it broke the cryptographic algorithm.

Clearly, the two weakest branches of the tree are branches 3 and 5. This dissertation focuses on
countermeasures against branch 5.

As long as we cannot guarantee that our own terminals do not attack us, it has little sense to
invest a vast amount of money in developing stronger cryptosystems, more sophisticated smart
cards, or in training and motivating users, as the attacker will choose the least expensive routes
from the leaves to the root of the tree in order to attack the weakest link in the system.

This led to the statements of [Schneier, 2003]: ’SSL doesn’tsolve an important security problem’
and ’Nobody bothers eavesdropping on the communications while it is in transit.’ and ’By now
it should be obvious that hackers don’t steal credit card numbers one by one across the network;
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they steal them in bulk – by the thousands or even millions – bybreaking into poorly protected
networks.’

1.3 Which terminals should a user trust?

Theoretically, a user should trust a terminal only if she verified that neither the hardware nor
the software of the terminal has any hidden features. Unfortunately, not even a completely
open source can fulfil the above criteria, because most systems are too complex, and not even
a professional user can verify them without outside help. Inpractice, the user has to make a
compromise.

Various users possess different skills and different background knowledge and a different degree
of paranoia that they rely on when judging a terminal. Whether a terminal can be trusted or not
also depends on the purpose for which the user intends to use it. (For example, assume that a user
perceives that there is a small chance for her home computer to be infected by a virus. She may
decide to accept this risk when she makes micropayments withher smart card, but may decide
to compute digital signatures at a more secure device.)

Deciding whether a user trusts a terminal or not depends solely on the user. Thus,the same
terminal may fall into different categories for different users and for different situations.

In order to decide whether to trust a terminal or not, the usershould answer two questions:

1. Does the user trust the intentions of the entity operatingthe terminal?
The user answers ’yes’ if she assumes thatthe operator of the terminal will not mount
an attackon her. Naturally, this implies that the user recognizes theentity (person or
organization) responsible for that particular terminal.

She may answer ’yes’ in case of her own home computer or in caseof an ATM of the bank
next door. She may answer ’no’ in case of an ATM of an unknown bank, or in case of a
mobile phone. Still, some users will answer ’yes’ in these latter cases too. Some users may
claim that although they recognize the logo of a known bank onan ATM, they believe that
the logo could have placed on the ATM by an attacker too (i.e. they cannot authenticate
the terminal).

2. Does the user assume that the entity operating the terminal is able to protect the integrity
of the terminal?
The user answers ’yes’ if she assumes thatthe integrity of the terminal has not been
violated.

Sometimes an attacker leaves obvious traces when violatingthe integrity of the terminal.
If the user finds such traces, she should always answer ’no’. However, the signs are often
not obvious, especially when it is only the software of the terminal the attacker tampers
with.

Another way of deciding this question is assuming that certain terminal types are tamper-
resistant. For example, a user may assume that an ATM or a ’trusted reader’ is tamper-
resistant, while in case of PCs the user may assume that thereis a virus running on it.
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Some users may consider mobile phones to be secure, but some may suppose that even a
phone can be tampered with.

Some users may assume that their home PC has not been tamperedwith, while some others
are too cautious to make this assumption. In order to preventmalicious code from running
on her computer, the user at least needs to the following. [Mossberg, 2004]

• install and configure an antivirus software

• use anti-spyware software

• install and configure a personal firewall

• use a safe browser and email client, and configure them not to run any active content
(e.g. ActiveX, Flash, Javascript, etc.)

• update and patch her system regularly

• use the system with some common sense. (e.g. not to download software from
untrusted source; though it is not always obvious to identify trusted software
[Albert et al., 2002])

Clearly, most users do not do all of the above, most of them arenot even conscious of what
they should do. However, for certain purposes, certain users may consider their home
computer to be trusted.

Figure 2: Trusting the intentions vs trusting the expertiseof the terminal operator
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Thus, whether the user trusts the intentions or the expertise of the terminal operator, are two
distinct questions. Based on possible answers to these two questions, four categories of terminals
can be identified that require different treatment (see Figure 2):

• Terminals that fall into Category’trusted’can be trusted and used for any sensitive purpose.
Unfortunately, a cautious user can consider very few terminals to belong into this category.
(Some users may consider their home PC or a known ATM next doorto fall into this
category.)

• A terminal in Category’possibly tampered’should not be trusted, countermeasures in this
dissertation are applicable. (Note that whether a user’s home PC may either fall into this
category or into Category’trusted’, depends solely on the expertise and self-confidence of
the user.)

• A user needs assistance to authenticate a terminal in Category ’trusted only if
authenticated’. Once authenticated, the user may decide to trust the intentions of the
operator of the terminal and consider it as if it was belonging to Category’trusted’.
However, if the user does not decide to trust the terminal operator after authenticating
it, or the user cannot authenticate the terminal, she shouldconsider the terminal untrusted,
and use countermeasures for Category’unknown’.

(An unknown ATM may belong to Category’trusted only if authenticated’, if a user would
like to avoid fake ATMs that steal the card and PIN of users. [Anderson, 1996] Another
example could be a PC that may belong to a trusted person. Oncethis person assures us
that his or her machine is ’safe’ we may use it as if it was our own, because we trust his or
her expertise and we also trust him or her for not mounting an attack against us.

Note that while some most paranoid users trust nothing but their own ’fortified’ computers,
a user’s home PC is the least likely to have a certificate to authenticate itself according to
[TeleTrusT WG2, 2003]. According to [CEN CWA 14890-1, 2003], there is no need for
authenticating the terminal in a ’trusted’ environment, and it is up to the user to decide
whether an environment is trusted or not.)

• A terminal in Category’unknown’ is untrusted by nature. Countermeasures in this
dissertation are applicable. (The typical example for thisis a PC in an Internet café.)

Unfortunately, when closely examined, few terminals can beconsidered trusted. If there are any
trusted secure terminals, there can be very few of them only,because operating such a terminal
is very expensive. Few entities posses the resources and theexpertise to operate such a device.

Naturally, a user has to find a reasonable tradeoff between security and costs in practice. The
user (or the entity operating the terminal) should evaluatehow sensitive transactions are done on
a particular terminal, and how much resources can be sacrificed to keep the terminal secure.

Probably, a computer used only for gaming does not need very expensive protection. However,
if a user is willing to use her smart card to compute a qualifieddigital signature at the terminal
untrusted, she is risking as much as she would risk when signing a document she has not read.
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The degree of protection the terminal needs (i.e. the amountof confidence the user would like to
gain in the terminal) depends on for what purpose she is usingthe terminal.

1.4 Why do people use untrusted terminals?

Using untrusted terminals for sensitive purposes is dangerous. Still, we are all using untrusted
terminals all the time.

Probably, the main reason for this is thatwe often do not have any other option. Certain services
can be accessed only via the terminal of the service provider. (Naturally, the service provider
does not advertise his or her terminal as ’untrusted’.) For example, if a user would like to ride a
bus, she needs to use the bus to access this service regardless of how secure notebook or PDA she
has. Similarly, if a user would like to drink coffee, she needs to approach the coffee machine. In
these cases, the PDA or notebook of the user does not have the peripherals necessary to provide
the appropriate service. Theoretically, it could be possible to pay via a trusted terminal and
access the service of the service provider, but there is no low-cost standardized portable terminal
that is widespread enough that all users can have it.

Smart cards mean one important step into this direction. Although they are low-cost and
standardized and portable, they do not have a user-interface on their own, so the user still has to
rely on the service providers terminal. Unfortunately, this implies that the smart card is of little
help to the user.

Web-based payments are also a step towards this direction. The user can make the payment
via her own computer – that she assumes to be trusted – and access the service via the service
providers distribution channels. For instance, ordering aDVD via the web instead of buying it
from the shop next door is an example for this. We do not rely onthe merchant’s terminal to
handle our credit card, but we make the transfer via the web. Unfortunately, a magnetic stripe
card cannot give too much protection either way. Any party who knows the credit card number
(and user name and validation date) can make payments in the cardholder’s name.

The other main reason for so many people using untrusted terminals is that attacks in the past
caused relatively little losses. Credit card companies suffer losses from credit card fraudand
phising ([Kay, 2004]), but – naturally – they will not make any significant countermeasures
(like switching from magnetic stripe cards to more secure smart cards) until the cost of the
countermeasure is lower than the cost of the fraud. When I interviewed a marketing expert of
the banking sector, she told me that they had trouble penetrating the market for PKI services in
the home banking sector. She argued that both users and bankswere satisfied with the current
username and password based solutions because there was little or no example of fraud in such
solutions. [Berta, 2004]

Although past attacks may have caused relatively little losses, this may not be a sound argument
for making decisions about the future. On the one hand, IT systems are being used for more and
more sensitive purposes by the man-of-the-street too. One good example for this is the area of
home banking or internet banking systems that are getting widespread, another example is the
field of qualified electronic signatures. Within both areas,a single attack can be devastating for
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the user (compared to e.g. smart phone cards where the user risks only the amount of money
stored in the card).

On the other hand, as systems are becoming more and more standardized, attackers can launch
large-scale attacks against the global community of users.For example, in case of a standard
interface to an internet bank, an attacker can write a worm that infects millions of computers and
launches bank transfers in the name of users of the infected systems.

In spite of the above future aspects, it is common today, thatall but few users are using untrusted
terminals day by day.

1.5 Summary of the problem

• When used for security-sensitive tasks, untrusted terminals may pose a dangerous threat.

• When closely examined, surprisingly many terminals fall into the ’untrusted’ category.

• Operating a trusted and secure terminal is very costly.

• In practice, the user needs to make a compromise between costs and security. She needs
to answer estimate, what degree of security she needs for a certain task.

• Often, we do not have any other option than using an untrustedterminal.

When using an untrusted terminal for a security-critical task, the human user needs additional
protection.

2 State-of-the-art

In this section, I review various solutions from literatureand from practice that aim to provide
countermeasures against attacks from malicious terminals.

2.1 Literature review

2.1.1 Identification of untrusted terminals

Terminal identification is perhaps the most basic problem addressed in the literature. It aims at
distinguishing between terminals of various trust levels.In the most simple model, terminals
are categorized into two main groups: trusted terminals anduntrusted terminals. Users trust
terminals in the former group completely, while they want toavoid terminals in the latter group.
This branch of literature gives guidance for users for terminals that fall into’trusted only if
authenticated’of Section 1.3.

In order to help users to distinguish between trusted and untrusted terminals, terminals are
required to authenticate themselves before they are used. It is assumed that only trusted terminals
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are able to authenticate themselves correctly. It must be noted that trusted terminals have to be
tamper resistant, otherwise tampered terminals could serve an attacker while still being able to
authenticate themselves.

Asokan et al. [Asokan et al., 1999] and Rankl and Effing [Rankland Effing, 1997] show a simple
protocol that – using smart cards and one-time passwords – enables the identification of fake
terminals. In their solution, a secret password is shared between the user and the smart card. The
card only presents the password to the terminal if the terminal has identified itself correctly by
a challenge and response method. The user accepts those terminals as trusted ones that are able
to present the password. However, this approach is still vulnerable to tampered terminals and
terminal-in-the-middle attacks. While the latter can be prevented by distance bounding protocols
[Brands and Chaum, 1993], the detection of tampered terminals is practically impossible for
users, as it needs external access to the hardware of the terminal [Thompson, 1984].

The work of Asokan has been incorporated into modern smart-card standards. For example,
[TeleTrusT WG2, 2003], [CEN CWA 14890-1, 2003] and [IBM Magyarország Rt. et al., 2004]
all include a so-called ’display message’ that the terminalcan access only after it was
authenticated by the card via a certificate based challenge and response method.

My work relies on the work of Asokan et al.; e.g. in Section 7, Iassume that there is a
group of trusted terminals that the user is able to identify.However, in contrast to the work
of Asokan et al., the goal of the user in my model is to use untrusted terminals (even those of
Category’unknown’) and execute certain sensitive operations (like digital signatures) on them.

2.1.2 Sending messages from untrusted terminals

This section lists literature that propose solutions for terminals of Categories’possibly
tampered’and ’unknown’in Section 1.3. In these cases the user assumes that the terminal may
mount an attack, but would still like to use the terminal for sending sensitive messages.

Solutions based on futuristic devices

The problem of man-in-the-middle attacks of untrusted terminals was addressed by Abadi et al.
[Abadi et al., 1992] first, by analyzing the dangers of delegation of rights to a terminal. They
show that this problem could be solved with a smart card that has peripherals to communicate
directly with the user, and also show secure protocols for such a device. Later on, they strip as
much of these peripherals from the card, as possible. They prove that with the resulting card
that has no clock and no keyboard but has a display only, the same degree of security can be
implemented without placing too much load on the user. However, after more than 10 years of
development, the smart card with a display is still not a feasible assumption.

Similarly, Gobioff et al. [Gobioff et al., 1996] analyze various hypothetic smart cards having
secure input or output channels, and identify various classes of equivalence between them. For
example, they show that a smart card with a private input channel (keyboard) is equivalent with
one with a private output channel (display). Their contribution adds rather little to that of Abadi
et al.
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Balfanz and Felten [Balfanz and Felten, 1999] show that a trusted PDA with a trusted user
interface could be more secure for generating digital signatures. Their work is an implementation
that supports the principles of Abadi et al. by evidence, butdoes not extend them by any means.
However, they also raise the question of whether a PDA could be considered a trusted device.
Moreover, a PDA is very expensive compared to a smart card, soorganizations (like banks) are
unlikely to equip there users with PDAs.

The solution of Clarke et al. [Clarke et al., 2002] uses a super-smart card, a device equipped
with a digital camera, which is connected to the network while continuously monitoring the
screen of the terminal. This camera-based device analyzes the contents of the screen, and
compares it with the data received on an authentic channel. The device warns the user via a
LED display in case of any difference. Although this device is currently technically infeasible,
this solution would enable authentic communication without requiring the user to perform any
calculations. However, as pointed out by Rivest in [Rivest,2001], there remains a fundamental
conflict between having a secure device and having a reasonable customizable user interface. He
argues that complex interfaces make a device hard to evaluate and more vulnerable to various
attacks.

In contrast to the above solutions, which are based on super-smart cards, in my model, the card
does not need to have a user interface or any special peripheral. I propose solutions that can be
implemented using realistic smart cards that exist today.

Solutions based on realistic devices

Stabell-Kulo et al. [Stabell-Kulo et al., 1999] proposed a protocol for sending authentic
messages from untrusted terminals. Their solution gains authenticity by encryption using a one-
time-pad together with a monoalphabetic substitution table. They use a smart card to sign the
message and a trusted third party to certify the card’s signature. Unfortunately, in case of long
messages the user is not able to memorize one-time keys, so the solution of Stabell-Kulo et al.
only works with short messages. In contrast to the work of Stabell-Kulo et al., my solutions
do not require the user to perform cryptographic operationsor to memorize long cryptographic
keys.

[Gruschka et al., 2004] and [Girard et al., 2004] more or lesssimultaneously proposed solutions
where the smart card verifies a document in an XML format. Bothwork suppose that a trusted
reader exists in the system with trusted keyboard (and in case of Gruschka et al. a small trusted
display too). They assume that the user prepares the messageon the convenient environment of
the untrusted PC, and ’the most important part’ of the message is verified by the user via the
trusted peripherals of the reader. The main difference between the solutions is the methodology
of how ’the most important part’ of the message is selected.

In the solution of Gruschka et al., the card verifies that the document has a certain XML structure
(i.e. it conforms to a predefined XML scheme; e.g. it is a bank transfer in an XML format),
and refuses to sign arbitrary documents. The card selects the most important fields from the
document (e.g. the amount to be transferred and recipient ofthe transfer), and asks the user to
confirm these most important fields via the display and keyboard of the trusted reader. The main
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drawback of this solution is that the user cannot use her digital signature as a handwritten one;
she cannot sign arbitrary documents, she can only sign ’forms’ predefined by the XML scheme.

The solution of Girard et al. allows the user to sign arbitrary XML documents, and lists a couple
of methods for selecting that part of the document that is to be verified by the user. Girard et al.
argue that if the words to be verified are selected by the card at random, then there it is possible
that the important part of the document is signed without being protected. The authors also note
that a malicious user may intentionally select unimportantwords to confirm and later claim to be
a victim of a troyan horse.

A major drawback of both solutions is that they assume that a trusted reader is present. Generally,
when a user approaches a terminal, the user does not have the possibility to provide her own
reader. I reckon, she is unlikely to be able to verify that a reader is trusted and it has not been
tampered with.

In my solutions, I do not assume that a trusted device is present to aid the user.

Solutions based on humans only

Since smart cards did not solve the problem of untrusted terminals, another idea emerged. Pencil-
and-paper cryptography (or human-computer cryptography)tries to give the user a method to
protect the secrecy or authenticity of the message alone, without the help of a smart card.
Among historical methods (like the book cipher [Kahn, 1967], [Singh, 2000]) the one-time-pad
can be considered quick and easy enough for the limited computational power of the human.
However, in case of long messages the user would need secure storage space for long one-time
keys. In addition, there is a key exchange problem (keys mustbe set up manually before the
communication) which makes this approach unsuitable for many applications.

The solitaire algorithm of Schneier [Schneier, 1999b] provides strong encryption, and uses a
deck of card for keying. The key is the initial order of the deck. As the deck is shuffled, it is
used as a pseudo-random number generator. Solitaire is a stream-cipher that modularly adds the
output of this PRNG to the plaintext. Although it is optimized for use by humans, in case of long
messages, encryption requires a significant amount of time,so this algorithm is more suitable for
secret agents than every-day people.

Methods proposed by Naor and Pinkas [Naor and Pinkas, 1997] rely on visual cryptography
([Naor and Shamir, 1995]), which uses transparencies placed on the computer’s screen. Their
algorithm relies on a one-time-pad, where the XOR operationis accelerated by the fast visual
processing of the human being. The key is composed by the transparent and non-transparent
sectors on the transparencies. The required key-size is very large (especially for long messages),
so users cannot memorize these keys. Methods of Naor and Pinkas enable a remote partner to
send authentic messages to a user at an untrusted terminal, or to identify the user in a secure way,
while the basic visual cryptography enables private communication towards the user.

Matsumoto [Matsumoto, 1996] developed a human identification scheme that enables challenge
and response identification of humans at untrusted terminals. His solution relies on an
assumption that humans can easily understand and ’decode’ certain images, while computers
have trouble with them. The remote partner transmits a one-time key via such ’questions’, and
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the user combines the answer with this one-time key. He suggests that such a scheme could be
used for encryption too. However, such a scheme would require the remote computer to select
’questions’ from a significantly large space, which can be problematic. Moreover, the scheme
can be undermined if the attacker can use human interaction too.

In contrast to the above solutions, my solutions presented here do not require the user to perform
any cryptographic operations herself. In Section 8 I do makeuse of abilities and properties that
are unique for the human: I use biometry that none of the abovesolutions addressed.

Pering et al. [Pering et al., 2003] provided a biometry-based solution that allows the challenge
and response authentication of users through untrusted terminals. A set of photographs are
provided as a challenge, and the user has to select her own personal photographs from this set.

In contrast to the work of Pering et al., the solutions I propose allow sending authentic messages
from untrusted terminals.

2.2 Countermeasures in practice

2.2.1 Fallacious countermeasures

Several vendors advertise their products in a way that the user believes it protects against
untrusted terminals. In many cases the situation is not this, and the user falls victim of the
vendor’s marketing tricks. In this section, I have listed some fallacious countermeasures that
some vendors can advertise in a dim and mystifying way to makethe user think it provides a
secure environment for digital signatures.

Note that some of these countermeasures may be useful against other kind of threats, but they
are all useless against untrusted terminals.

• Authenticating the usermeans that the smart card that performs the digital signature
operation gains confidence that the user initiated the digital signature operation. This
can be an important security countermeasure against many threats (e.g. card theft),
but – without combining it with other countermeasures – itis useless against untrusted
terminals. Even if the smart card is sure that the message was originally coming from the
user, it detect if a malicious terminal modifies it before it reaches the card.

Such methods are for instance:

– PIN code: PINs do not give any protection against untrusted terminals. The terminal
may sniff the PIN code or perform a man-in-the-middle attack.

– One-time-PIN: This is an expensive security measure; though, it does not give any
protection against the terminal’s man-in-the-middle attack.

– ’Trusted readers’ – readers with PIN pads: The PIN reaches the card securely, but
the terminal can easily modify the digital signature input.No protection against
untrusted terminals. (Another common disbelief is that the’trusted’ reader is secure,
so an attacker cannot modify it. Even if this is true, an attacker is unlikely to
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modify the reader, the attacker will modify the terminal theuser prepares the digital
signature input at. Terminals are more standardized, they are much easier to modify.)
[FINREAD, 2004]

– Biometrical user-authentication: Even if the card can detect if the terminal replays a
previously recorded sample of the user, the terminal can easily mount a man in the
middle attack by modifying the digital signature input coming from the user.

• Requesting confirmation from the usermeans that whenever the user initiates a digital
signature operation, the user has to state: ’Yes, I want to sign this message.’ For example,
a window could appear on the screen of the terminal to ask the user’s consent.

As long as this task is performed by the terminal,this countermeasure is useless. A
malicious terminal will not follow the protocol, it will notask the confirmation from the
user, or it it may simply replace the digital signature input. (If this task is performed by
a trusted device, than we do not speak of a user in an untrustedterminal environment
anymore.)

• Requesting confirmation from a trusted third partyis not much different from the former
scenario. Main question is: Does the user have any other way for communicating with
the trusted third party than using the untrusted terminal? If not, than communicating with
the trusted third party is the same problem as communicatingwith the smart card in the
user’s pocket. If the user has other means, then the user is not in an untrusted terminal
environment anymore.

A widespread solution following this paradigm is the one known assecure messaging
or secure channel. This means, a smart card performs a certificate-based mutual
authentication with a so-called IFD (interface device), they exchange secret keys, and use
these keys to encrypt and authenticate their communication. (The concept is similar to that
of SSL/TLS and SSH. [Blake-Wilson et al., 2003], [Ylönen et al., 2000])

The IFD is a secure module inside the terminal or inside a remote server. Figure 3 shows
the former scenario while Figure 4 shows the latter one. In both figures, solid lines mean
protected (encrypted and authenticated) channels, while dashed ones mean unprotected
channels.

As it can be seen on both figures, communication between the IFD and the smart card is
secure: it is encrypted and authenticated. However, securemessaging does not address
the problem of secure communication between the cardholderand the IFD, so it cannot
protect any information flowing from the cardholder towardsthe smart card and vice versa.
Secure messaging cannot protect the PIN code (without a trusted reader), it cannot protect
the digital signature input (coming from the user) and it cannot protect the confidentiality
of decrypted messages (passed to the user) on the channel between the cardholder and the
IFD.

While secure messaging can prevent an attacker from eavesdropping between the card
and the card reader, an attacker is unlikely to mount such an attack because it requires
sophisticated hardware and it is significantly cheaper to attack via the terminal.
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Figure 3: Using ’secure messaging’ – the IFD is a secure module in the terminal

Today, secure messaging is being incorporated into modern smart card standards,
e.g.: [TeleTrusT WG2, 2003], [DIN V66291-4, 2000], [CEN CWA14890-1, 2003]
[IBM Magyarország Rt. et al., 2004]. I reckon, it is fallaciously advertised as a
countermeasure against the man-in-the-middle attacks of the terminal.

If we examine the benefits gained from secure messaging at terminal of various trust-
categories (see Section 1.3), we come to the following conclusions:

’trusted’:
It is futile, as it is assumed that these terminals do not attack.

’possibly tampered’and’unknown’:
It is useless, as these terminals can bypass secure messaging and attack the channel
between the user and the IFD.

’trusted only if authenticated’:
According to the definition of’trusted only if authenticated’, if the user decides
to trust the terminal operator after authenticating him or her then see’trusted’,
otherwise see’unknown’.

It must be noted that the mutual authentication mechanism (that is used for key
exchange) and the ’display message’ mechanism (see Section2.1.1) can be used
to authenticate the terminal. However, this mechanism can be bypassed easily
if the attacker can have access to an IFD (e.g. by stealing a terminal). As
the implementation of secure messaging in e.g. [TeleTrusT WG2, 2003] does
not allow the card to check whether the IFD’s certificate has been revoked1, an

1In fact, the standards use an architecture different from PKI that does not allow a certificate revocation list for
so-called ’card verifiable’ certificates
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Figure 4: Using ’secure messaging’ – the IFD is a secure module in a remote server

attacker can compromise the security of the entire system bystealing one terminal.
An example of an attack that allows fake terminals to identify themselves as
authentic ones is presented by e.g. [CEN CWA 14890-1, 2003] and is known as
the ’grandmaster chess attack’.

While secure messaging gives the user no help for using the untrusted terminals, it can be
used by a trusted remote server to read information from a smart card in an encrypted
or authenticated way. While a human cannot communicate withthe card directly, a
computational device can make use of these advanced capabilities of the card.

• The policy that the user should remove the card if not using itis not a useful
countermeasure at all. On the one hand, the user cannot control how many times the
terminal turns to her card during the time the card is in the reader. On the other hand, it
still does not prevent a man-in-the-middle attack.

However, following such a policy a user can control when a terminal may attack. It can be
relatively easy to explain any user: ’as long as the card is not connected to the reader, the
terminal cannot abuse it’. Among countermeasures that givea similar degree of protection,
this is one of the cheapest. [Berta and Mann, 2000b]

2.2.2 Workable countermeasures

In this section I summarize solutions that are sound and giveprotection against the threat of
malicious terminals. Unfortunately, some of these countermeasures are quite awkward.

• Preventing the attacker from taking full control of the terminal aims that the terminal
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should not be completely malicious.2 Naturally, this solution works only if the terminal is
operated by a trusted entity and its aim is to conserve the terminal’s integrity, i.e. in the
case of certain terminals of’possibly tampered’.

– Read-only terminalsprovide one possibility. In this case, the area on the disk ofthe
terminal that turns to the card has to be made read-only (e.g.used from a CD ROM).
In this case the attacker may create a tampered copy of this area and modify the
references to the original area. To prevent this, the whole binary area of the terminal
needs to be made read-only. Although, this is a workable solution, it is awkward
because it contradicts customization and prevents the terminal manufacturer from
correcting (or patching) its products.

There are some practical solutions (even products) that follow this paradigm. For
instance, there are firewall software that are sold as a bootable CD of Linux.
Configuration files for such firewalls can be stored on floppy disks. (Floppy disks can
be made physically read-only, so a network intruder cannot modify their contents.)

– Trusted computingis a paradigm that aims to keep computers secure. Makingall
computer secure may seem like fighting windmills, but this approach has the most
support from industry. Naturally, this approach is useful against terminals where the
user trusts the intentions of the terminal operator, but would like to gain confidence
in the integrity of the terminal. (’possibly tampered’)

Several projects follow this direction, including TCPA, which would restrict a
terminal to executing only those applications that are digitally signed by a trusted
party. This solution may be awkward, because at the cost of preventing the terminal
from running the code of viruses, it would also prevent the user from executing
programs that she wrote. Neither does this approach solve the problems of buggy
software (the attacker can take control of) and software that can execute macros.
[TCPA, 2004]

There are other approaches that aim to make it harder for network attackers to
tamper with the software of a computer. One option is protecting the program
code in the memory with cryptographic algorithms. For example when a processor
loads a program into the memory, it could encrypt it and calculate a cryptographic
checksum on it. The keys for these algorithms could be storedin a register
directly inaccessible to the program code. This way, an attacker mounting a
buffer overflow attack cannot easily overwrite the program code in the memory, the
attacker would need to overwrite it with a corresponding cryptographic checksum.
Just like the previous solution, this is also a step away fromthe von Neumann
architecture. Such solutions all require very strong hardware support from the
processor running the program. They also require new and fast cryptographic

2The idea of having a trusted IFD in the terminal was already a step towards this direction. However, it does not
even mitigate the problem of malicious terminals unless thetrusted IFD includes the user interface (keyboard and
screen) which is rather unlikely. [Rivest, 2001] suggests that it is costly to implement comfortable, customizable but
trusted user interfaces.
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algorithms can encrypt or authenticate every instruction on the fly. [Pyo, 2004],
[Shao et al., 2004], [McGregor et al., 2003b], [McGregor et al., 2003a]

• Providing the user with secure channels of communicationmeans supplying users with
trusted computational devices with user interfaces. Today, this does not seem to be a cost-
effective solution.

However, many users consider their mobile phone a trusted device. This assumption might
not be completely sound, as a mobile phone does not go under a thorough evaluation (like
a smart card). Most mobile phones have closed platforms, so it is difficult to check if
it has backdoors installed by the phone manufacturer. Actually, many phones do have
’backdoors’ in the sense that the mobile phone operator can (and is allowed to) run various
tests on the phone without the user’s consent.

On the other hand, most network attackers do not have the expertise to attack a mobile
phone yet.

Perhaps, combined with a PC terminal, a user may safely assume that it is unlikely that
the same attacker is able to control the communication channels of both the PC and the
mobile phone. There are more and more solutions today that rely on this assumption. For
example, there are many web-based services where the user can pay by sending an SMS to
a number given at the webpage. The service provider receivesthe money from the mobile
phone operator, and sends the password to the website by SMS in return. [Berta, 2004]

• Neglecting the problem of malicious terminalsis perhaps not a countermeasure in the
technical sense but economically this may be a cost-effective solution. Actually, this
solution is the most widely used today. Note that I consider neglecting the problem a
solutiononly if the risks of using a malicious terminal are carefullyevaluated.

Credit card systems offer little protection for the user. Any party who knows the credit card
number and expiration date may make payments in the name of the user, which may seem
to be a ridiculous security measure. If a user uses his or her card at a malicious terminal,
this device may simply sniff this information and abuse it. The only protection the user
has is that she receives a list of her transactions regularlyand may decide to revoke certain
transactions.

Surprisingly, this area of payment is blooming in many countries. It seems, only a small
percentage of users and only a small percentage of merchantsis cheating. At least, credit
card companies choose neglect the cost of fraud and make honest, non-malicious users pay
its costs. Although the number of attacks is growing rapidly, credit card companies seem
to be satisfied with this solution.

However, the rules of these systems are unclear for many users who often get exposed
to banks and credit card companies. In particular, it is often the bank’s or credit card
company’s decision whether the revocation of the user is accepted or not. Sometimes the
bank decides to pay the loss of the user to prevent the scandalin the press, but sometimes
the user has to prove that she is right. [Anderson, 1996] madea survey of credit card
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frauds in many countries and found that the security of credit card systems largely depends
on whether the law requires the bank to prove that the user wasmalicious or the user to
prove that she is innocent. (Anderson also notes that the user often cannot prove this.)

The solution I propose in Section 7 is based on the experiencelearned from existing credit
card systems. In contrast to those solutions, I also fix the rules of the game and give both
the user both the merchant certain cryptographic proofs that could be used in court as
evidence.

• If a user could execute cryptographic operationsshe could overcome the problem of
untrusted terminals. However, it is questionable if there are cryptographic algorithms that
are easy enough to be executed and give a the same degree of protection to state-of-the-art
cryptographic algorithms (like AES or RSA with 1024-bit-long keys).

I reckon it is unlikely that such an algorithm exists. Moreover, if there was such an
algorithm, it has not been discovered yet. If there was a known cryptographic algorithm
that gives the same degree of protection to the above while requiring significantly less
resources, that particular algorithm would be used insteadof the above ones.

Note that all workable solutions point outside the originalproblem of a user at an untrusted
terminal. These solutions either make the terminal trusted, or give the user another trusted
terminal, or make the user herself a trusted terminal.

In the next sections, I will develop a model (first an informalone, then a formal one) for
the problem, and investigate what chances the user has to protect her messages without any
computational aid.

2.3 Summary of the state-of-the-art

• Compared to the importance of the problem of malicious terminals, relatively few works
in literature discuss this problem.

• There are certain methods a user can rely on toauthenticateterminals. These methods are
included in modern standards on smart cards.

• The problem ofusing a malicious terminal is still a severe problem. No widespread
solutions exist in this field.

• Many practical experts know of the problems of untrusted terminals, So advertising a
product by claiming that it deals with this problem seems to mean competitive advantage.
However, there are many fallacious solutions on the market that do not even mitigate this
problem.

• The problem of untrusted terminals is an important problem that is unsolved yet.
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3 An informal model

Having considered theoretical and practical aspects of theman-in-the-middle attacks of
malicious terminals, we may now construct a model for a user at a malicious terminal.

Assume that userU would like to communicate with remote partnerR. As userU would like to
send sensitive information, she would like to prevent attackers to read or modify it.

• UserU is a human being, she is an ’average person’ (Section 3.1), she does not have any
special computational abilities. As she has very strict limitations both in terms of memory
and computational power, most cryptographic algorithms are beyond her capabilities.

• Remote partnerR is a human being at a trusted computer. Being a human,R has
all the resourcesU has. Having a computer,R is also able to perform state-of-the-art
cryptographic operations.

• TerminalT is the only device userU may use in order to send her message toR, i.e. there
are no other devices with a user interface. UserU considers that terminalT belongs to the
Category’possibly tampered’or Category’unknown’, so she assumes that terminalT may
mount an attack.

• User U may have a smart cardC, a trusted personal microcomputer at her disposal.
Unfortunately, smart cardC does not have a user-interface on its own, so the user has
to rely on untrusted terminalT to communicate with the card.

Due to their small size and secure architecture, smart cardshave severe computational
limitations in practice. However, as these limitations aretrue for general-purpose
operations [Berta and Mann, 2002] frequent operations can be accelerated by their
cryptographic coprocessor. Thus, without loss of generality we may assume that a smart
card can run all the algorithms a computer can.

Figure 5: A widespread model for systems with insecure terminals

The interconnection of the above four parties is illustrated on Figure 5. Just as observed by
[Stabell-Kulo et al., 1999], terminalT is trusted by neitherU norR, so the untrusted terminal is
not a real participant in the model, it is rather a part of the insecure channel.
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I reckon that there is also a serious problem regarding smartcardC: Figure 5 highlights that user
U has the same possibilities for communication withC andR. Thus, if the user has a way to
communicate with smart cardC, she could use the same method for communication withR.

This means, while the role of the smart card can be important in a practical implementation (e.g.
for storing the private key of the user), there is no need for smart cardC when searching for a
theoretical solution against the man-in-the-middle attacks of the malicious terminal.

Let’s assume the most simple scenario, where bothU andR trust each-other. Can they exchange
sensitive information through the untrusted terminal?

To answer the above question, there is another particularlyimportant question that still remains
open: Does the user have enough resources to perform cryptographic operations (like encryption
or message authentication)?

3.1 Estimating the resources of the average user

First of all, I must note that the resources of humans may largely vary. While some people
have trouble with simple additions, there are a few exceptional ones who can multiply 3-digit-
long numbers without using even a pencil and a paper. Some users have trouble memorizing
4-digit-long PIN codes, while there are examples of people learning a book by heart. Some users
send several hundred messages per day, and are unwilling to spend more than a few seconds for
sending one, while others consider a single message so important that they decide to sacrifice a
whole week for encrypting or authenticating it.

In this dissertation I focus on the field of commercial applications, i.e. I search solutions that
can be applied for a large mass of users. This means, in my model userU does not have any
extraordinary abilities and is willing to sacrifice a ’reasonable amount of time’ for sending her
message. What does this mean? Let’s see an example!

UserU can be considered a ’poor cryptographic device’ because of the following limitations:

• UserU has very small memory.We may approximate that she can memorize up to 10-12
random characters. Although this may seem little, this is anoptimistic approach. These
characters have to be random ones, so they should not be regular words. Moreover, has the
user to replace it regularly (if it is used as a cryptographickey or password), and may not
write it down but has to keep it in her memory.

If we consider a character to be 8 bytes long, we find that the user can store a cryptographic
key of 80-96 bytes.

• UserU can compute very slowly.We may approximate that she can perform a few dozen
operations a minute. Note that it is not obvious what we call an operation in case of a
human. Probably, it would be quite awkward for a human to compute bitwise operations;
they are more likely to feel comfortable with characterwiseoperations. Simple, two-
operand characterwise operations (like modular addition)could be accelerated by using
a public substitution table.
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If the user is patient, she can execute any algorithm a computer can, but it is rather unlikely
that a user would spend years with calculations in case of a single credit card transaction.

• UserU makes mistakes in her calculations.

In certain fields the user also has some good capabilities too:

• She can memorize long passphrases.

• She can easily generate random numbers of very good quality (e.g. by flipping a coin or
by rolling dice). In this field, a human user can outperform many computers.

Having considered the abilities of the average user, the next question is: Are these resources
enough for protecting the user’s messages?

3.2 Sending one single bit of information

Let’s consider the most simple case: userU would like to transmit only 1 bit of information
towardsR.

3.2.1 Secrecy

In case of secrecy, there exists a perfect solution that provides unconditional secrecy (i.e. the
attacker cannot have a better strategy for learning the message bit than flipping a coin to guess
it): the one-time-pad[Shannon, 1949]. In this case, only one bit of symmetric key needs to be
stored, and one XOR operation needs to be performed. This solution is feasible, probably any
user could execute it in case of a one-bit-long message.

3.2.2 Message authenticity

A similar solution can be constructed for message authenticity too. Assume thatU andR share
two n-bit-long one-time passwords:p0 andp1. (Both passwords are random, the only relation
between them isp0 6= p1.) If U would like to send message bit1, she sendsp1. If U would like
to send message bit0, she sendsp0.

If the attacker would like to forge a message ’1’ in the name ofuserU , the attacker needs to
guessp1, and has a1

2n chance of guessing it successfully. The attacker has the same probability
for forging message ’0’. If the attacker observes message ’1’ and wishes to modify it to message
’0’ (or vice versa), then the attacker needs to guessp0 (or p1), and has a 1

2n−1 chance of guessing
it successfully.

The previously described ’average user’ can share two 40-bit-long (5 ASCII character long)
passwords with the remote partner, that can already give a considerable protection. As this
solution does not require the user to perform any cryptographic operations, it can be called
feasible.
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3.3 Sending long messages

In the previous section I showed that there are solutions that a user – any user – can use to protect
1-bit-long messages against the man-in-the-middle attackof the malicious terminal. Probably,
the user can use the same solutions for sending short messages too, but the user would need to
sacrifice a fresh keybit (or a fresh password) for every messagebit too. However, most users
would like to send longer messages too. I reckon, a typical message could be a business letter or
a contract, that is a few pages – a few thousand characters (orbytes) – long.

In this case, it would not be feasible to send the message bit-by-bit using the solutions described
in the previous section, because neither of the above solutions allow the user to reuse keybits. On
the one hand, solutions requiring one-time-keys suffer from severe key management problems,
on the other hand, the user would not have enough memory to store keys required for protecting
even a small fragment of the message. Note that these solutions could be feasible if we allowed
the user to write the keys down and store them in on a paper. Generally, it is not advised to
write passwords and cryptographic keys on a paper, because an attacker may obtain this paper
and thus learn the key or password. However, against a network attacker from a distant continent
who does not know the user but attacks a random victim, a pieceof paper is secure, simply
because it is in the physical world and is inaccessible from cyberspace. If we do not allow the
user to have any external storage, we must search solution other than using one-time keys.

The limited amount of memory does not prevent the user from calculating a strong encryption or
a cryptographic checksum on a message. For example, the DES (that is already obsolete, but still
gives a considerable amount of protection ) utilizes 56-bit-long keys, and could be used for both
encryption and authentication. [Berta and Mann, 1999] Memorizing such a key is not beyond
the capabilities of the user. (However, the DES requires an amount of computational power that
most users do not possess.)

Alone, the limitation of computational power does not prevent the user from protecting
her messages. There are cryptographic operations (like theabove mentioned one-time-
pad) that requires a very limited amount of computational power. If we observe the
requirements e.g. on block ciphers (completeness, avalanche effect, statistical independence
[Buttyán and Vajda, 2004]) we also find that they all can be satisfied with very simple operations.

The problem that humans make errors during calculations could also be alleviated by introducing
(like error correction codes) redundancy in during the calculations. (However, this would further
increase the required computational power.)

Generally, it is possible to make trade-offs between computational power and memory. A typical
example is when computation is accelerated by using precalculated tables. This way, some
storage space of the computer is sacrificed, and some additional time is saved.

It is also possible to sacrifice computational power to gain storage space. Let us see the following
example: Assume thatA would like to send an encrypted message toB. A can memorize a key
of at mostK (e.g. 50) bits. Assume that a computer can perform an exhaustive search over a
keyspace of2K . Assume that no computer can perform an exhaustive search over a keyspace of
22K .

Under these circumstances,A can send an encrypted message toB if they share aK-bit-long
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symmetric keyk. A can create a2K-bit-long keyk||r, wherer is K bits of one-time random.
This way, the attacker, who does not knowk has to perform an exhaustive search over a keyspace
of 22K . The recipientB who knowsk can decrypt it by performing an exhaustive search forr
over a keyspace of2K .

Unfortunately, userU has severe limitations both in terms of memory and computational power,
so such solutions are out of the question.

3.4 Problem with the asymptotic approach

Even if an algorithm could be constructed that is ’efficient’within the limitations described in
Section 3.1, I reckon, many users would find it awkward because of the following problem.
Algorithmic complexity theory usually expresses resourceconstraints as function of the input
length. [Rónyai et al., 1999] Generally, an algorithm is considered to be efficient if it requires
a number of operations polynomial in the length of the input.This approach is practical,
because the speed of computers increases rapidly every year, and we would like to compare the
performance of algorithms that run on computers on different architectures and process different
magnitudes of input length.

Probably, this approach is not practical for humans, especially for humans in commercial
applications. On the one hand, we cannot speak of such a rapidincrease in the processing speed
of humans. On the other hand, the length of the text of the messages humans would like to
protect does not increase dramatically. Few users would like to send a text as long as ’War and
Peace’ in the future; the length of contracts and business letters is unlikely to increase.

Thus, when designing algorithms for ’running on humans’ we cannot convince a user to use
algorithm for message authentication by saying: ’If you wish to sendn bytes, you need to
performO(n) operations.’ Users would be more interested in how much time(or operations
they need) to authenticate a typical message. For example: ’You can authenticate a message in
one minute.’ Thus, instead of an asymptotic boundary, the user is interested in aconstant upper
bound for typical messages. I reckon, this constant upper bound should be very low for every-day
people.

If we consider any message authentication algorithm, it is an obvious requirement that at least
n operations are necessary for processingn-character-long messages. This means, that the
cryptographic algorithm needs to read its input; otherwisethe attacker would have an1

n
chance

of modifying the message successfully. (The same statementis true for encryption; otherwise
the attacker would be able to learn at least one character of the message.)

If the message is 1000-character-long,n operations mean 1000 operations, and I reckon it is
already unacceptable for many users.

3.5 Summary of the user’s cryptographic abilities

’Can the user perform cryptographic operations?’ The first,obvious reply to this question is’Of
course, not!’. However, the situation is not so simple, because in certainsituations, e.g. when the
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message is very shortor when the user may have secure external storage, feasible andpractically
applicable solutions exist.

In case of long messages, we cannot speak of an existing solution. In fact, the above question
could be rephrased as: ’Is there a cryptographic algorithm that gives a similar degree of protection
to AES and RSA (with e.g. 1024-bit-long keys) but require significantly less resources?’ Clearly,
no such algorithm is known today.

There are two more problems: On the one hand, users would not judge a pencil-and-paper
algorithm as it is done by experts of algorithmic complexitytheory. Users would require a
constant upper bound to the algorithm they use to encrypt or authenticate their typical messages.
On the other hand, the resources users vary largely among users. Some users are going to reject
algorithms even with the smallest possible sound upper bounds.

In the next section, I introduce a different approach. Instead of trying to formalize the abilities
of the user by defining what theycan do, I will state what theycannot do, i.e. that they cannot
compute cryptographic operations on long messages. Using this – already formal – model of
the user, in Section 4 I am going to prove that such a user cannot take part in any cryptographic
protocols that allow sending encrypted or authenticated messages.

4 Formal limitations of the user

4.1 A formal model

Let U denote the user who wishes to communicate with the remote partnerR using the untrusted
terminalT . While U is a human being,R andT are computers3. UserU would like to send the
messagem to R, and tries to ’protect’ (encrypt or authenticate) it by combining it with the secret
keyk, which is a shared secret betweenU andR. Bothm andk are strings of characters from a
binary alphabetI = {0, 1}. PartiesU , R andT are able to execute various efficient algorithms
(randomized algorithms of polynomial complexity in their input parameter [Goldreich, 1997b])
that perform anI∗ 7→ I∗ mapping.

The key k is n-bit-long, wheren is a security parameter. I assume the message length
length(k) < length(m) ≤ p(n), wherep(n) is a polynomial.

For inputx algorithmh producesh(x) as output. Notationh(x) also implies that algorithmh
can processx as its input. Henceforth, notationx|y stands for the concatenation of stringsx and
y. Furthermore, notation[α] stands for the value of the expressionα.

Using the above notations, I give a definition for the notion of computational easy and hard.
Naturally, both easy and hard are relative to the amount of resources a certain party (U , R or
the attacker) has. According to literature (e.g. [Goldreich, 1997a]), I express such resource
constraints as functions of the security parametern.

3Actually,R can also be viewed as a human using a trusted computer. Since in this section humans are considered
slow devices that cannot outperform computers,R can be considered a computer.
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Definition 1. Leta andb be two efficient algorithms. We say that it ist(n)-hard to computeb(x)
froma(x), if for all efficient algorithmsh with t(n) resources and inputa(x), for all polynomials
p(n), and for large enoughn:

Pr
x

(

b(x) = ht(n)(a(x))
)

<
1

p(n)

wherex is uniformly chosen from its space.

The above definition follows the usual formalism of the asymptotic approach of algorithm
complexity theory. Note that the above problem can only be addressed probabilistically, because
the attacker can always guessb(x) with a non-zero probability. A problem is considered hard,
if it is hard to solve it on the average, so the probability of the attacker’s success is negligible.
Negligible means being bounded above by all functions of theform 1

p(n)
. [Goldreich, 1997a]

Thus, the higher the security parameter is, the harder the problem is, so the lower chance of
success is allowed for the attacker.

Based on the above definition, let’s introduce predicatehard(a(x), b(x), t(n)) that takes value
true if computingb(x) based ona(x) is t(n)-hard. Otherwise, predicatehard takes valuefalse.

Definition 2. Let a and b be two efficient algorithms. We say, it ist(n)-easy to computeb(x)
from a(x), if (for algorithmsa, b) there exists an efficient algorithmh with t(n) resources and
inputa(x) such that for anyx:

b(x) = ht(n)(a(x))

Based on the above definition, let’s introduce predicateeasy(a(x), b(x), t(n)) that takes value
true if computingb(x) based ona(x) is t(n)-easy. Otherwise, predicateeasy takes valuefalse.

In the following paragraphs I define ciphers and message authentication codes (MAC) using
predicateseasy andhard. I simplify the sophisticated probabilistic approach of literature to the
binary logic of predicates. I do not discuss to what extent a certain algorithm can protect the
secrecy or authenticity of messages, but I divide algorithms into two groups: one group qualifies
for being a cipher or MAC under the given resource constraints, while the other group does not.

I chose to use binary logic because my goal was to elaborate a formal model for an average user
and give a yes-or-no answer on whether she can communicate securely in an untrusted terminal
environment.

Note that my proofs (in Sections 4.2 and 4.3) depend on the definitions ofcipher andmac only,
and do not depend on the exact definitions ofeasy andhard. (For example, the proofs would
hold even if the definition ofeasy was generalized by allowing anε error rate for the user. The
definition of hard could also be made more rigorous by making it difficult to compute ’any
deterministic function ofb(x) based ona(x)’. Such refinements would not affect the validity of
my proofs.)

Definition 3. Algorithmf is a tattacker(n)-strong cipher, if it istattacker(n)-hard to obtain the
whole inputM of algorithm f from f(k|M) without knowing keyk. If the key is known,
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tencrypt(n) resources are required to perform the encryption andtdecrypt(n) resources are
required for decryption. Formally:

cipher (f, tencrypt(n), tdecrypt(n), tattacker(n)) ⇔

⇔ hard(f(k|M), M, tattacker(n))∧

∧ easy(k|M, f(k|M), tencrypt(n)) ∧ easy(f(k|M)|k, M, tdecrypt(n))

Definition 3 of an encryption resembles the well-known security definition of ’plaintext recovery’
for symmetric key encryption transformation. [Bellare andRogoway, 2002] The main difference
is, that not access to an encryption oracle is allowed. The reason is that we assume one-time
keying (as described below).

Definition 4. Algorithm f can computetattacker(n)-strong message authentication code, if –
based on one pair of observed inputM and output MAC – it istattacker(n)-hard to present a
different inputM ′ and corresponding MAC without knowing the key. If the key is known, it is
tcalc(n)-easy to compute the MAC, andtcheck(n)-easy to check it. Formally:

mac(f, tcalc(n), tcheck(n), tattacker(n)) ⇔

⇔ hard(M |f(k|M), M ′|f(k|M ′), tattacker(n))∧

∧ easy(k|M, f(k|M), tcalc(n)) ∧ easy(k|M ′′|x, [f(k|M ′′) == x], tcheck(n)),

whereM 6= M ′ (but bothM = M ′′ andM 6= M ′′ are possible).

Later on, I use these definitions to prove negative statements on the abilities of the user. My
definitions ofcipher andmac could be refined to be closer to practical ciphers and MACs. For
instance, they do not make any statement on the case when the attacker learned a part of the key.
(A practical cipher should not collapse if the attacker learns one keybit.) However, there is no
use to refine these definitions in the direction of putting additional handicaps on the user – in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 I prove that the user does not have a chance even without these handicaps.
The keyk can either by considered a symmetric key shared between the user and a remote
partner, or it can be considered the concatenation of a ’public’ key and a corresponding private
key, where the ’public’ part of the keypair is also kept secret form the attacker. This way, the
definitions ofcipher andmac cover both the symmetric and the asymmetric key algorithms,but
in case of asymmetric key algorihtms is in a more beneficial position, because the attacker does
not know the public key.

We also have to define the amount of resourcesU , R andT have. SinceR andT are computers,
they havetcomputer(n) resources. Both of them are able to execute algorithms of polynomial
complexity inn. Definition of thethuman(n) resources of the human being is more difficult.
Heuristically,thuman(n) � tcomputer(n). Our implicit definition ofthuman(n) is given by the
following natural way:

|=¬∃f {cipher (f, thuman(n), tcomputer(n), tcomputer(n))}∧

¬∃f {cipher (f, tcomputer(n), thuman(n), tcomputer(n))}∧

¬∃f {mac (f, thuman(n), tcomputer(n), tcomputer(n))}∧

¬∃f {mac (f, tcomputer(n), thuman(n), tcomputer(n))} (1)
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This way, I definedthuman(n) by claiming that notcomputer(n)-strong cipher and notcomputer(n)-
strong mac exists, that can be executed withthuman(n) resources at the coding or decoding side.
Thus,U is able to perform weak encryption or weak authentication only, that can be successfully
attacked by the terminal with high probability.

Assume, we are in a world where the above limitations hold. Wealso suppose that the Kerckhoff
principle is valid ([Kerckhoff, 1883]), so the attackerT , knows every algorithmU andR uses,
but does not know the secret keyk. In order to make the proposition more general, let’s make
the environment as advantageous for the user as possible. Thus, let’s assume that:

• One-time keying is used, so keyk is replaced after each messagem is sent. (Note that
length(k) < length(m), so a one-time-pad cannot be used.)

• In case of secrecy, the attacker is able to eavesdrop only, and cannot modify the messages
on the channel.

• In case of message authenticity, the attacker is active.

After these preparations we are able to examine the following problem: Is it possible forU and
R to solve the problems of encryption and message authentication by interaction, i.e. not in one
step, but in several interactive protocol steps?

4.2 Secrecy

In this section we examine ifU with thuman resources can transmit a secret message toR using
a finite two-party protocol.

Proposition 1. If user U cannot encrypt messagem with thuman(n) resources with a security
that cannot be broken withtcomputer(n) resources with significant probability, then noN-step-
long protocolP exists betweenU andR that has the following properties:

(S1) P enablesR to decryptm with tcomputer(n) resources,

(S2) P prevents the attacker (who also hastcomputer(n) resources but does not knowk) from
decryptingm.

Proof. Let’s consider the following general protocol for interactive encryption:

Protocol 3. – General protocol for interactive encryption

Initially: σ0 = ∅

1. U → R: f1(k|M1), whereM1 = m|σ0

σ1 = f1(k|M1)
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2. R → U : g2(k|M2), whereM2 = σ1

σ2 = σ1|g2(k|M2)

. . . . . .

(2L − 1). U → R: f2L−1(k|M2L−1), whereM2L−1 = m|σ2L−2

σ2L−1 = σ2L−2|f2L−1(k|M2L−1)

(2L). R → U : g2L(k|M2L), whereM2L = σ2L−1

σ2L = σ2L−1|g2L(k|M2L)

. . . . . .

N . U → R: fN (k|MN), whereMN = m|σN−1

σN = σN−1|fN(k|MN)

where in each stepj, σj denotes all the data that was interchanged byU andR via the public
channel byU andR, thusσj denotes the database of the attacker too. We considerN-step-long
protocols, soR is able to acquirem after stepN only.

The proposition (S1 and S2) can be formalized as follows:

(1) → ¬∃σN {hard (σN , m, tcomputer(n)) ∧ easy (k|σN , m, tcomputer(n))} (2)

In contrary, assume that:

∃σN {hard (σN , m, tcomputer(n)) ∧ easy (k|σN , m, tcomputer(n))} (3)

If algorithmfj can be executed byU , then userU has enough resources to run it:

|= ∀fj {easy(k|Mj, fj(k|Mj), thuman(n))} (4)

According to the assumption about the abilities of the human(1), no algorithm thatU can run,
can be acipher. So, according to (4), none of the algorithmsfj can be acipher. This has the
following implication:

|=∀fj {easy(k|Mj, fj(k|Mj), thuman(n)) →

→ ¬hard(fj(k|Mj), Mj , tcomputer) ∨ ¬easy(fj(k|Mj)|k, Mj, tcomputer(n))} (5)

Note thatMj = m|σj−1 if j is odd.

UserU cannot compute acipher, but can choose between two lesser alternatives. One of them
is to choose an algorithm, where¬easy(fj(k|Mj)|k, Mj , tcomputer(n)). This means, remote
partnerR is unable to obtainm. The other alternative is to choose an algorithm, where
¬hard(fj(k|Mj), Mj , tcomputer). Such an algorithm is a weak encryption, where the attacker
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might be able to obtainm. This latter would violate the S2 property, so userU should choose an
fj where:

|= ∀fj {¬easy(fj(k|Mj)|k, Mj, tcomputer(n))} (6)

According to (3),R should be able to obtainm after stepN using an algorithmm = gN+1(k|σN)
from k andσN , while the attacker can be successful with a negligible probability only.

|= hard (σN , m, tcomputer(n)) ∧ easy (k|σN , m, tcomputer(n)) (7)

Let’s substituteσN with σN−1|fN(k|m|σN−1) into (7).

|=hard (σN−1|fN(k|m|σN−1), m, tcomputer(n))∧

∧ easy (k|σN−1|fN(k|m|σN−1), m, tcomputer(n))

The above formula can be simplified if we suppose thatfN includesσN in its output. This does
not spoil the security of the system, sinceσN is already public. Then we obtain:

|=hard (fN (k|m|σN−1), m|σN−1, tcomputer(n))∧

∧ easy (k|fN(k|m|σN−1), m|σN−1, tcomputer(n))

Finally, we substitutem|σN−1 with MN :

|= hard (fN(k|MN), MN , tcomputer(n)) ∧ easy (k|fN(k|MN), MN , tcomputer(n)) (8)

Note that (8) contradicts (6) forfN . We have come to a contradiction, so the above protocol does
not exist.

4.3 Message authenticity

In this section the question of message authenticity shall be considered. Assuming thatU is
unable to provide strong message authenticity in one step, Iprove thatU andR cannot solve the
problem with several interactive protocol-steps either.

Since single steps cannot be authenticated in a ’secure way’, so neitherU , norR will be able to
decide if the messages have been tampered with before the protocol is finished. I shall use the
following notation:

A ⇒ B : α means, partyA sends the messageα towards partyB via an insecure channel, where
the attacker can modifyα on the channel toα′, soB receivesα′.

Proposition 2. If U is unable to perform strong authentication withthuman(n) resources, then
noN-step-long protocolP exists betweenU andR that has the following three properties:

(A1) R learns messagem when protocolP terminates (after stepN).
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(A2) R is able to verify thatm is authentic.

(A3) Without the keyk, the attacker is unable to produce a valid pair of datablocksσ′
N andm′

(m 6= m′) with significant probability.

Proof. Let’s consider the following general protocol for interactive authentication:

Protocol 4. – General protocol for interactive authentication

Initially: σ0 = ∅, ω0 = ∅

1. U ⇒ R: f1(k|m)
σ1 = σ0|f1(k|m), ω1 = ω0

2. R ⇒ U : g2(k|σ
′
1)

σ2 = σ1, ω2 = ω1|g2(k|σ
′
1)

3. U ⇒ R: f3(k|m|ω′
2)

σ3 = σ2|f3(k|m|ω′
2), ω3 = ω2

. . . . . .

(2K). R ⇒ U : g2K(k|σ′
2K−1)

σ2K = σ2K−1, ω2K = ω2K−1|g2K(k|σ′
2K−1)

(2K + 1). U ⇒ R: f2K+1(k|m|ω′
2K)

σ2K+1 = σ2K |f2K+1(k|m|σ′
2K), ω2K+1 = ω2K

. . . . . .

N. U ⇒ R: fN (k|m|ω′
N−1)

σN = σN−1|fN(k|m|ω′
N−1), ωN = ωN−1

R becomes more and more confident in the authenticity ofm′ with every received datablockσj ,
because the probability of a successful attack decreases continuously. The protocol terminates
at theN th step, when this probability is considered small enough, so that R can verify the
authenticity ofm′. R can check the authenticity ofm′ by recalculating theσj values. Note that
bothU andR are capable of executing probabilistic algorithms too, soR has to determine ifσ′

N

is a possible outcome of a valid protocol run.R acceptsm′ as authentic if:

F (k|m′|ωN) ≡ f1(k|m
′|ω0) | f3(k|m

′|ω2) |...| fN(k|m′|ωN−1) = σ′
N (9)

The attacker is successful in the above protocol, if there isa non-negligible probability ofR
acceptingm′ as authentic, wherem′ 6= m.
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The proposition (A1 and A2 and A3) can be formalized as follows:

(1) → ¬∃σN{hard(m|ωN |σN , m′|ωN |σ
′
N , tcomputer(n))∧

easy(k|m′|σ′
N |ωN , [F (k|m′|ωN) == σ′

N ], tcomputer(n))} (10)

wherem 6= m′.

In contrary, assume that the above protocol provides secureauthentication, i.e:

∃σN{hard(m|ωN |σN , m′|ωN |σ
′
N , tcomputer(n)) ∧ m 6= m′∧

easy(k|m′|σ′
N |ωN , [F (k|m′|ωN) == σ′

N ], tcomputer(n))} (11)

wherem 6= m′.

Algorithm F has the following properties:

• U is able to runF . According to (9), the execution ofF requires as much resources as
executing all of the algorithmsfi sequentially. Formally:

|= easy(k|m|ωN , σN , thuman(n)) (12)

• If U is able to run an algorithm,R is able to do it too, becausethuman < tcomputer. Thus,
R is able to checkF by simply recalculating it. Formally:

|=easy(k|m′|ωN , σ′
N , tcomputer(n)) →

→ easy(k|m′|ωN |σ
′
N , [F (k|m′|ωN) == σ′

N ] , tcomputer(n)) (13)

If we substitutem|ωN with M andm′|ωN with M ′, and we also substituteσN with F (k|M),
then from (12) and (13) we obtain:

|=easy(k|M, F (k|M), thuman(n))∧

∧ easy(k|M ′|σ′
N , [F (k|M ′) == σ′

N ] , tcomputer(n)) (14)

Because of the assumptions about the user’s abilities (1), (14) implies:

¬hard(M |F (k|M), M ′|F (k|M ′), tcomputer(n)),

whereM 6= M ′.

If we revert the above substitutions, we obtain:

¬hard(m|ωN |σN , m′|ωN |F (k|m′|ωN), tcomputer(n)),

wherem|ωN 6= m′|ωN , which is equivalent withm 6= m′.

The attacker can computeF (k|m′|ωN), and is able to use it asσ′
N while attacking. Thus, we can

substituteF (k|m′|ωN) with σ′
N and obtain:

¬hard(m|ωN |σN , m′|ωN |σ
′
N , tcomputer(n)), (15)

wherem 6= m′.

Note that (15) contradicts the indirect assumption (11). Wehave come to a contradiction, so the
above protocol does not provide secure authentication.
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5 Conclusions

In Section 4 we have shown that a user who would like to send messages from an untrusted
terminal, can guarantee neither the secrecy nor the authenticity of long messages. This means,
no possible solution exists within the boundaries of the model introduced in Section 4.1.

Thus, in order to protect the user’s messages, we shouldextend our modeland search a solution
in a world where one or more of the assumptions of the model is not true. Possible solutions may
exist if:

1. The terminal is not under the total control of the attacker(i.e. if she is not using an
untrusted terminal).

2. The user is only sending short messages (i.e. iflength(k) < length(m) is not true).

3. The user has an extraordinary amount of resources to perform strong cryptographic
operations (i.e. if formula (1) is false.)

4. A completely different model is used, or the signature hasto meet different requirements.



Part II

Solutions
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6 Conditional signatures against untrusted terminals

Conditional signatures were introduced by Lee and Kim [Lee and Kim, 2002], who used this
concept for solving fair exchange problems without expensive cryptographic primitives like
verifiable escrow. A conditional signature ofU on a messagem is U ’s ordinary signature
sigU(m, c) onm and a description of a conditionc. If sigU(m, c) is correct and conditionc is true,
thensigU(m, c) is considered to be equivalent withsigU(m), U ’s ordinary digital signature on
m. However, ifc is false, thenU is not responsible form. Intuitively, U ’s conditional signature
is U ’s commitment:’I signedm, but if c is not true, then my signature onm is not valid.’

I propose that conditional signatures can be used to protectthe authenticity of messages sent from
untrusted terminals. In my solutions, the user has a smart card at her disposal that enforces that a
message is signed together with a condition. All of my solutions have the following properties:

1. The user sends a message to the card using the untrusted terminal. Naturally, the terminal
may read the message, so its secrecy cannot be ensured. The user cannot prevent the
terminal from altering the message at this point.

2. The smart card signs the message together with conditionc. Note that the user cannot
prevent the smart card from signing any message chosen by theterminal. However, this
arbitrary message is signed together with conditionc.

3. The condition becomes false if the user did not intend to sign the message.

4. The condition reaches the remote partner (the verifier of the signature) on a channel the
untrusted terminal cannot attack.

5. The remote partner accepts the conditional signature as the signature of the user only if the
condition appended to the message is true.

While properties 1, 2 and 5 are quite straightforward to implement, it is challenging to design
systems with properties described as 3 and 4. In the next two sections I propose two solutions –
two implementations for the above. They both utilize conditional signatures, but in a completely
different way.

In the solution proposed in Section 7, I assume that while theuser needs the untrusted terminal
to access certain services, time-to-time she is able to access trusted terminals too. The user
performs signatures at untrusted terminals, and reviews the signatures from trusted ones. In this
case, the value of conditionc depends on whether she revokes or confirms the signature froma
trusted terminal. (Property 3) Conditionc reaches the remote partner on a secure channel from a
trusted terminal. (Property 4)

In the solution proposed in Section 8, I make use of the fact that the human user is not merely a
poor computer. In this scenario she prepares the message in abiometric format (e.g. as a video
message). I assume that such messages are more difficult to attack. In this case the value ofc
depends on the biometric verification of the message and on the distance of certain timestamps
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the smart card and the user appended to the message. (Property 3) One part of conditionc the
remote partner receives is protected by biometry (that I assume the terminal cannot easily attack).
The other part of conditionc reaches the remote partner under the protection of the signature of
the smart card. (Property 4)

7 A Solution based on Revocable Signatures

In this section I propose a framework that allows the user at an untrusted terminal to produce
digitally signed messages (e.g. checks) and to send them to an untrusted party (e.g. a merchant
who may collude with the terminal operator); my framework allows the user to review messages
at untrusted terminals and revoke unintended signatures.

7.1 Extensions to the basic model

One of my key objectives is to propose a solution for commercial use, so I assume that the
user is a human being without any exceptional computationalabilities. UserU has limited
memory and computational power. By this I mean thatU is able to memorize some passwords or
PIN codes, but she cannot memorize cryptographic keys, neither can she perform cryptographic
computations. For this reason, the private key ofU is stored on and the signatures are generated
by a smart cardC in possession of userU .

Essentially,C is a trusted personal microcomputer without direct interfaces towardsU . CardC
is connected to the terminal in front ofU , and all messages betweenC andU , must pass through
the untrusted terminal. I assume the following about the smart card:

C1 Smart cardC is manufactured by a trusted manufacturer and hence, it is assumed to
function correctly. In particular,C does not try to leak the private key ofU or to use
the private key without authorization.

C2 Smart cardC is able to perform cryptographic operations, like encryption or digital
signature, to generate good quality pseudo-random numbers, and to store a few thousand
bytes of data. Many smart cards on the market satisfy this assumption4.

I assume thatuntrusted terminalT (that either belongs to Category’possibly tampered’or to
Category’unknown’) in front of U is fully under the control of an attacker, who may have
installed all kinds of malicious software on the terminal before U started to use it. This means
that the attacker is able to steal and abuse any information typed in byU on the keyboard of the
terminal, to send fake messages toU through the display of the terminal, and to modify messages
thatU sends toC for signing before passing them on toC. Thus, the attacker can obtain signature

4In [Berta and Bencsáth, 2002] I surveyed the pseudo random number generator of several commercial cards
from different manufacturers, and found that black box testing could not reveal any weakness on cards that had
a cryptographic coprocessor. Today, some more sophisticated smart cards claim to be capable of generating real
randomness based on monitoring certain physical processes.
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Figure 6: Physical connections

from the smart card for an arbitrary message. However, we assume that from time to time,U has
access toC from atrusted terminaltoo (Category’trusted’). Such a trusted terminal could be the
home PC ofU , but it can also be a terminal operated by a trusted organization and believed to be
tamper resistant (e.g., an ATM machine). Of course, in orderto use a terminal for this purpose,
it must be properly authenticated first.

Thus, two different scenarios exist forU : one where the terminal is untrusted, and another one
where the terminal is trusted. In the first case, all logical channels betweenU and the other
actorsC, M , andTTP are insecure, as they pass through the untrusted terminal, and thus they
are controlled by the attacker. In the second case, secure logical channels betweenU and the
other actorsC, M , andTTP can be established, sinceU and the trusted terminal together can
be viewed as a computer that can set up cryptographically secured connections withC, M , and
TTP . SinceC, M , andTTP are able to perform cryptographic computations, they can establish
encrypted and authenticated channels between each other, regardless of the terminal in front of
userU .

By M I denote the intended recipient of the digital signaturegenerated byC. M could be a
service provider, a merchant, another user, etc. In contrast to R (the trusted remote partner in
Section 4.1),M is not trusted by userU (and neither doesM trust the user). Since in many
applications,T is operated byM , I also assume thatT andM may collude.

In certain protocols I am going to assume that there is a trusted third partyTTP in the system that
bothU andM trust. (In Section 7.4 I explain why a trusted third party is necessary in practical
protocols.) Depending on the exact protocol used,TTP may have different functions. E.g. in
the protocol presented in Section 7.3.1,TTP needs to countersign each message signed by the
user’s card.

While in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 userU considersTTP to be completely trusted, in Section 7.4, user
U would like to retain her privacy with respect toTTP . This means thatU trustsTTP only for
the revocation of unintended signatures, butU would like to preventTTP from knowing where,
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when and what messages she signed. Thus, she would like to preventTTP from knowing, which
merchants or service providers she does business with.TTP follows the given protocols, and
does not try to cheat by breaking into the terminal or intercepting messages for other parties.
Neither doesTTP collaborate withT or M to reveal the identity of the user. (This concept is
similar to that of a semi-trusted TTP in [Franklin and Reiter, 1996].)

The entities of the model and their interconnections are illustrated in Figure 6.

Summary of extensions

• In this solution, the recipient of the signature does not have to be trusted,M may cooperate
with the untrusted terminalT to alter the message the user is willing to sign.

• The user is carrying a smart cardC. The smart card is tamper-resistant and is trusted by
all parties in the system.

• Apart from untrusted terminalT , there are trusted terminals in the system. UserU
regularly visits trusted terminals, but has to use untrusted terminals too to access certain
services.

• In certain protocols I assume that a trusted third party is present.

• In this solution, there are different requirements for the digital signature. The digital
signature is non-repudiable proof of the user’s consent only if the user did not revoke
the signature under certain circumstances.

7.2 Generic protocol

In order to detect attacks mounted by the attacker, I proposea framework that allows users to
sign messages on untrusted terminals with the help of their smart cards, review the signatures
later in a trusted environment, and revoke the fake ones (or authorize only the valid ones). In this
section I propose a generic protocol that uses conditional signatures. Later, in Sections 7.3 and
7.4 I show specific protocols that derive from this generic one.

7.2.1 Core protocol

As it is impossible to prevent the terminal from obtaining signature from the card on an arbitrarily
chosen document, instead of generating an ordinary signature, I propose thatC generates a
conditional signature such that it is guaranteed that the condition cannot become true before
a certain amount of time has passed. This should leave time for the user to move to a trusted
terminal for checking the signatures generated by the card,and to enforce that the conditions of
the fake signatures can never become true.

Within my framework, a conditionally signed document is sent to the recipient. The user cannot
change it anymore, but she can claim that she did not sign thatparticular document. If she
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revokes an intended signature, the recipient can use the revoked signature as plausible evidence
for proving that the user was present at the terminal and initiated a transaction.

These thoughts lead to the following generic protocol: (Note that while steps 1-4 happen at an
untrusted terminal, steps 5 and 6 are performed using a secure terminal and via secure channels.)

Protocol 5. – Generic protocol for signature revocation

Step 1: U → T : m
WhenU wants to sign messagem at an untrusted terminal, she first provides the terminal
with m, then she inserts her cardC into the terminal’s smart card reader.

Step 2: T → C: m
The terminal forwards the message.

Step 3: C → T : c, sigU(m, c)
The card logsm in its internal memory, computes the conditional signaturesigU(m, c) of
U onm, wherec is a condition that includes (among other things) deadlinet, and outputs
(c, sigU(m, c)) to the terminal. The intention is that the signaturesigU(m, c) will not be
valid beforet; in addition, it will become valid aftert if and only if the other conditions in
c hold.

Step 4: T → M : (m, c, sigU(m, c))
The message is sent to the intended recipientM along with the conditional signature.

Step 5: C → U : M, m, c
Later, but before the deadlinet, U reviews the list of messages logged byC at a trusted
terminal. This can be done, for instance, byU returning to her home and insertingC
into the smart card reader of her home PC. Before outputting its log,C authenticates the
terminal to be sure that it is a trusted one.

Step 6: For each messagem that U intended to sign,U ensures that the conditionc becomes
true; for the rest of the messages,U ensures that the condition becomes false. This might
involve additional steps and further communication withM or TTP . More details on how
the condition can be made true or false can be found in Section7.3.

A third party needs to check if the digital signaturesigU(m, c) of the card is correct and condition
c is true in order to verify a conditional signature.

7.2.2 Practical extensions to the core protocol

There are two problems with the above core protocol: First,C is required to log every message
that it signed. However,C is a smart card with limited storage capacity. In some applications
(where large messages have to be signed), it may be infeasible for C to store every message.
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Second,C is required to input the whole message to be signed. Again, ifmessages are large,
then this may be impossible or impractically slow.

The general protocol can be easily extended in order to overcome these potential problems. The
first problem can be solved by outsourcing the logging function to an external log server. This
log server needs to be trusted byU only, so it may even be the user’s home PC if it is online.
The second problem can be solved, by letting the terminal compute a hash of the message to be
signed; only this hash is passed to the smart card, and the conditional signature is generated on
this hash.

In order to include these extensions in the generic protocolonly steps 2, 3 and 5 need to be
changed. In the description below,LS denotes the log server and it is assumed thatC andLS
shares a symmetric keyKC,LS.

Protocol 6. – Practical extension of Protocol 5

Step 1: U → T : m
Same as before.

Step 2: T → C: h(m)
The terminal first computes the hashh(m) of m. Then, it passes onlyh(m) to C for
signing.

Step 3.1: C → T : LS, C, {C, n, h(m)}KC,LS

C encrypts(C, n, h(m)) with the keyKC,LS, wheren is a sequence number maintained
by C, and is increased by each log request.C outputsLS, C, {C, n, h(m)}KC,LS

to the
terminal.

Step 3.2: T → LS: (C, m, {C, n, h(m)}KC,LS
) to LS.

The terminal sends messagem to LS along with its encrypted hash value.

Step 3.3: LS looks up the key that it shares withC, and decrypts{C, n, h(m)}KC,LS
. LS then

does the following:

• it verifies if the decryption was successful by checking thatthe first field of the
decrypted message isC;

• it verifies thatn is greater than any sequence number previously received from C;

• finally, it computes the hash ofm and compares the result withh(m) received in the
encrypted part of the message.

If any of the verifications above is not successful, thenLS aborts the protocol. Otherwise,
it logs (C, n, m), and sends an acknowledgement to the terminal:
LS → M : macKC,LS

(LS, C, n, h(m))

Step 3.4: T → C: macKC,LS
(LS, C, n, h(m))

The terminal forwards the acknowledgement toC.
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Step 3.5: C → T : (c, sigU(h(m), c))
C verifies the acknowledgement, and if it is correct, then it continues the core protocol by
generating a conditional signaturesigU(h(m), c) onh(m).

Step 4: T → M : (m, c, sigU(h(m), c))
Same as before, the message is sent to the intended recipientM along with the conditional
signature.

Step 5: Later, but beforet, U downloads the logged messages fromLS and reviews them at a
trusted terminal. Before this operation takes place, the terminal is authenticated in order to
be sure that it is a trusted one.

Step 6: Same as before:U ensures that only those conditions become true where she intended
to sign the corresponding messages.

Henceforth, I assume that smart cardC is able to log the entire messagem.

7.3 Protocols for revocable digital signatures

As we have seen in the previous section, it is always requiredthat conditionc is not true before
a given deadlinet. This is an inherent requirement in our scheme, which gives the user some
time to move to a trusted terminal and review the signatures generated so far by her smart card.
However, various approaches are possible to define what happens aftert, or more precisely, how
the user can enforce the truth value ofc aftert. In this section, I discuss some of these approaches.

In most of the applications, it is desirable that the status of a digital signature does not vary in
time. In this scheme, this is not fully supported, since every signature is invalid untilt, and then
it may become valid. There is a good reason to allow this, namely to mitigate the untrusted
terminal problem. Note, however that the schemes that I propose below guarantee that once the
user reviewed and accepted a signature, it cannot be revokedanymore.

It seems to be a good idea to define a default truth value forc after t that cannot be changed
later, because this ensures that the status of each signature will indeed become stable aftert
independently of the negligence of the involved parties. Inother words, if the user does not take
any steps untilt to confirm or to revoke a signature, then the status of the signature will take the
default value att, and the user can no longer do anything about it. Depending onthe default truth
value, we can distinguish between two classes of protocols.

• Protocols in the first class support thedefault acceptapproach, where a signature
automatically becomes valid aftert (and remains valid forever) unless it is explicitly
revoked by the user beforet. Unfortunately, all of these protocols require a TTP.

• Protocols in the second class support thedefault denyapproach, where a signature remains
invalid aftert (and forever), unless it is explicitly confirmed by the user beforet. Protocols
of this class might not be suitable in certain applications,because users may tend to forget
to confirm conditional signatures, which means that they revoke them.
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In the following two subsections, I present two protocols and corresponding conditions in order
to illustrate the finalization of the status of signatures. [Berta et al., 2004a]

7.3.1 A protocol based a ’simple deadline’ condition

In this scheme, conditionc is the following: "My signature on the above message is valid if
and only if deadlinet has passed andTTP countersigned it."This scheme follows the default
accept approach, but a similar scheme can be constructed forthe default deny approach too.

Protocol 7. – A protocol based on a ’simple deadline’ condition

U signs messagem at an untrusted terminal:

Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

Step 3: C → T : t, TTP, sigU(m, t, TTP )

Step 4: T → M : m, t, TTP, sigU(m, t, TTP )

U reviews signed messages from a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, t, TTP

Step 6: If U did not intend to sign messagem and deadlinet has not passed, then:
U → TTP :
’I revoke my signaturesigU(m, t, TTP )’.
Otherwise,U does not need to act.

Step 7: M → TTP : t, TTP, sigU(m, t, TTP )

Step 8: If U did not revoke the signature atTTP beforet, then:
TTP → M : sigTTP (sigU(m, t, TTP ))

A third party needs to check if the digital signaturessigU(m, t, TTP ) and
sigTTP(sigU(m, t, TTP )) are correct in order to verify the conditional signature.
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7.3.2 A protocol based on a ’trapdoor function’ condition

The previous protocol had two very expensive operations: Onone hand, it requiredTTP to
compute a digital signature for every signature of every user. On the other hand, two signatures
need to be verified in order to verify the conditional signature.

My next protocol follows the default deny approach. In this scheme, conditionc is "My signature
on the above message is valid if and only if the preimage ofh(r) is presented."; whereh(r) is
the hash of an unpredictable random numberr.

Protocol 8. – A protocol based on a ’trapdoor function’ condition

U signs messagem at an untrusted terminal:

Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

Step 3: C → T : h(r), sigU(m, h(r))

Step 4: T → M : m, h(r), sigU(m, h(r))

U reviews signed messages from a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, h(r), r

Step 6: If U intended to sign messagem then:
U → M : r
Otherwise,U does not need to act.

A third party needs to check if the digital signaturesigU(m, h(r)) is correct andr is presented in
order to verify the conditional signature.

This protocol is efficient, it does not require any help fromTTP . However, it does not fully
support the requirement, that the value of conditionc cannot be changed after a certain deadline
(in fact, in this case c does not contain any deadline). Note that whileU is able to change the
value ofc from false to true any time, she cannot do it vice versa. Help fromTTP is required if
we liked to freeze the value ofc after a deadline.

7.4 Protocols protecting the user’s privacy

7.4.1 Practical protocols require a trusted third party

In Section 7.3, I identified two classes of protocols: default accept or default deny. Protocols
following the default deny approach can be more simple, but they require userU to explicitly
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confirm each signature; within the default deny approach, merchants and service providers
cannot do business with users who forget to confirm their signatures. Protocols supporting the
default accept approach seem more practical, but all of themrequire a TTP. In these protocols,
after Step 3, the conditional signature is in the hands of theuntrusted terminal (or the untrusted
merchant). Conditionc (and the signature of the user) will become valid after a certain deadline
automatically, unlessU revokes it. IfU has to revoke it at an untrusted party (likeT or M), such
a party could simply repudiate the receipt of such a revocation. While smart cardC is also a
trusted party,C is not online continuously. Thus, it is impossible forC to maintain a signature
revocation list that is trusted and can be checked by all other parties.

A trusted third party is needed to enforce a default value forthe signature and to handle
revocation. It seems that all of the practical protocols require the help of a TTP.

(Note that while protocols following the default accept approach are more practical, they are
vulnerable to attackers that are able to block the channel between the trusted terminal and the
TTP. Such an attack is not possible in may practical situations, e.g. a terminal at a foreign airport
might not be able to block the channel between the user’s homecomputer and a TTP in her home
country. If we assume that the adversary is omnipresent on the network, then either out-of-band
signature revocation channels – like a direct telephone line, non-electronic mail post or personal
contact, etc. – or default deny signature revocation protocols should be used.)

If TTP is able to log all the messages a user signs, it is in a very critical position. Few
organizations would be trusted enough to be a TTP in such protocols. I reckon that if the
protocol prevented the TTP from linking the user with the merchant or service provider, more
organizations would qualify to be a TTP.

7.4.2 Privacy at untrusted terminals

Naturally, the most straightforward way a user can protect her anonymity is refusing to provide
information that can be linked with her. However, a non-repudiable, digitally signed message is
– by definition – linkable with the user. In this work, I address the problem of sending such a
message from an untrusted terminal while allowing the user to retain a degree of privacy.

Papers that discuss the possibilities of users with limitedresources in a malicious environment
rarely address the privacy of the user simultaneously. However, I found that anonymous
payment systems address a very similar privacy-problem to ours. There is generally a bank
(or trustee) in such systems who issues e.g. digital cash, and users would like to make their
transactions to be untraceable by this trustee [Claessens et al., 1999]. Chaum introduced an
anonymous payment system (the late DigiCash), based on blind signatures [Chaum, 1982]. The
foundations of some other famous anonymous payment systemsare introduced in [Brands, 1994]
and [Franklin and Yung, 1992]. Jakobsson et al. [Jakobsson and Raïhi, 1998] also propose an
electronic payment system in which anonymity is based on a mix-network ([Chaum, 1981]).

The trusted third party in this paper is in a position very similar to that of a bank or trustee in
the above papers. However, in their approach, the user and her trusted computer are one single
entity, while in this case, an insecure channel may separatethem.
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I also rely on the existence of anonymous communication channels. Fortunately, both literature
and practice provides solutions for anonymous communication (see e.g., [Chaum, 1981],
[Syverson et al., 1997], [Anonymizer Inc., 1999], [Reiter and Rubin, 1998]).

7.4.3 Objectives

My goal is to develop a protocol for signature revocation that allows U to retain her privacy
with respect toTTP . Thus, if there are many users in a system, I would like to minimize the
probability ofTTP successfully linking a signature with a particular user. While userU may
trust TTP for signature revocation, she does not wantTTP to know, where, when and what
messages she wanted to sign.

During a protocol run, userU would like to preventTTP from obtaining any information that
can differentiate her from other users of the system. In particular, she would like to hideid(U)
(her user name or identifier), and messagem. Moreover, she would also like to preventTTP

from obtaining any information that can be linked with thesetoo. It is clear that userU does not
want to protect this information againstM , because she intends to send messagem to service
providerM . Moreover, she cannot protectm againstT , because she types the message using the
keyboard of the terminal in Step 1.

Note that in a system withn users,TTP has at least a1
n

chance of selecting the particular
user who took part in the protocol. My aim is to develop a protocol, where this chance
is minimal, i.e. TTP ’s probability distribution of users sending the message isuniform
[Serjantov and Danezis, 2002].

In this section I propose three protocols (and three corresponding conditions) that allow the user
to retain her privacy with respect toTTP . [Berta et al., 2004b].

7.4.4 Common principles

All proposed protocols follow the generic concepts of Section 7.2. The first deviation from
the generic protocol appears in Step 3, when the smart card sends a cryptogram encrypted by
the public key ofTTP that contains conditionc along with revocation tokenr. Unlike in the
protocol described in Section 7.2, terminalT is unable to verify the signature in this step. Thus,
we need to refine assumption 1 about the smart card:

C1+ Smart cardC is assumed to be trustworthy and tamper-resistant.Tamper-resistancemeans,
it is impossible to alter its behavior, reverse engineer it or extract information from it.
Trustworthinessmeans that the device is manufactured by a trusted manufacturer. Since
smart cards undergo extremely rigorous evaluation and certification, and not even the
manufacturer can alter their behavior after issuance, I consider this assumption to be
justified.

Since cardC is trustworthy and tamper-resistant, all other parties (U andM andTTP ) consider
C a trusted party. Thus, terminalT assume in Step 3 that cardC follows the protocol, and is not
sending garbage.
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This cryptogram that the smart card outputs in Step 3 is forwarded to the merchant in Step 4 and
later toTTP in Step 7. The user receives revocation tokenr from the card via a trusted terminal,
and may repudiate her signature by submittingr to TTP in Step 6 via ananonymous channel. I
assume that such an anonymous channel exists. (Naturally, anybody may repudiate the signature
usingr, so it is advisable not to let the untrusted terminal computeit. Otherwise,T would be
able to repudiate messages in the name ofU , and could spoil the reputation of the user.)

TTP decrypts the cryptogram that was sent by the merchant in Step7, and enforces condition
c to become true (in Step 8) if the revocation tokenr inside the cryptogram was not submitted
before. Revocation tokenr is a random number, statistically independent from the identity of U ,
the contents of messagem or the value of conditional signaturesigU(m, c). Based onr, TTP is
unable to linkU with M . (Note that the identity ofM is not hidden fromTTP .)

While TTP needs to store revocation tokenr, it may not be necessary to store it forever. This
problem could be solved e.g. by introducing a lapse time, soTTP could refuse to validate very
ancient conditional signatures.

7.4.5 A protocol based on ’bit commitment’

My first protocol follows the spirit of bit commitment protocols [Schneier, 1996]. UserU
commits herself to her signature toM . However, U does not reveal her signature toM
immediately, only after deadlinet contained inc. In this case, conditionc is the following
string: "My signature on the above message is not valid before deadlinet."

In contrast to the classical bit commitment, the "reveal" phase is not performed by userU
(because of reasons described in 7.4.1), but by trusted third partyTTP in Step 8. Moreover,
in this case not evenTTP is allowed to read the bitsU committed herself to. Thus, in this case
not all known bit commitment methods can be used (e.g., the solution proposed in [Naor, 1991]
cannot be used in this case), only those that do not require sending bits (the user committed
herself to) in cleartext when they are revealed.

I propose the following protocol to protect the privacy ofU with respect toTTP :

Protocol 9. – Privacy protecting protocol based on a bit commitment scheme

Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

C generates random symmetric keyk and revocation tokenr.

Step 3: C → T : c, Ek[sigU(m)], ETTP(r, k, c)

Step 4: T → M : m, c, Ek[sigU(m)], ETTP(r, k, c)

Later, at a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, c, r
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If userU would like to repudiate the signature on messagem then

Step 6: U → TTP : r (via an anonymous channel)

After deadlinet:

Step 7: M → TTP : ETTP(r, k, c)

If deadlinet has passed, andr was not submitted toTTP , then:

Step 8: TTP → M : k

Step 9: M decryptsEk[sigU(m)] usingk and obtainssigU(m).

It is an important merit of this protocol that a third party needs to havem andsigU(m) only in
order to verify the conditional signature ofU . Since, this conditional signature is not different
from a regular one, its verification requires the same procedure too. Note that in this protocol
TTP does not have to perform a digital signature operation.

7.4.6 A provable degree of privacy

In this protocol,U is able to retain aprovable degree of privacywith respect toTTP .

The following datablocks appear during a run of Protocol 9:

m: The message may contain information that can be linked with the identity ofU .

c: The condition consists of a fixed string constant and a deadlinet. I assume, deadlinet cannot
be linked with the identity ofU .

r, k: One-time random numbers of uniform distribution.

sigU(m): Using the public key of a certain user, it is possible to checkif a signature was
calculated by that particular user. Thus,sigU(m) can be linked with the identity ofU .

Ek[sigU(m)]: I assume that it is not possible to link this block with the identity of U without
having the corresponding secret keyk.

ETTP(r, k, c): Datablocksr, k andc cannot be linked withU , and the public key ofTTP cannot
be linked withU either, so datablockETTP(r, k, c) cannot be linked withU .

By ω I denote the set of datablocks userU needs to conceal with respect toTTP .

ω = (id(U), m, sigU(m))

By σ I denote the set of datablocksTTP receives during a protocol run. Note that apart from
the messagesTTP receives in Steps 6 and 7,TTP receives a messagedirectly from the user.
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I suggest that a system that provides channels for anonymouscommunication should be used
for sending this particular message. I model a possibly imperfect anonymous channel with a
perfect one, whereTTP obtains additional informationanonch(U, r) in Step 6. In case of the
perfect anonymous channel,TTP perceives that each user is equally likely to be the sender ofthe
message, so thesize of the anonymity set(the number of users) can be used to describe anonymity
in the system [Serjantov and Danezis, 2002]. I assume thatanonch(U, r) may be linked with the
user; based onanonch(U, r) TTP may perceive that userU is more likely to be the sender of
messagem than some other users. (Formally:I(anonch(U, r); ω) ≥ 0.)

Proposition 3. Protocol 9 allows userU to retain the following degree of privacy with respect
to TTP :

(a) If all parties behave honestly, userU has unconditional privacy. Formally:I(σa; ω) = 0

(b) If userU decides to revoke the signature, she has the degree of privacy provided by the
anonymous channel. Formally:I(σb; ω) = I(anonch(U, r); ω)

Proof.

(a) If all parties behave honestly, Step 6 of Protocol 9 is notexecuted, so the only message
TTP receives isETTP(r, k, c) in Step 7. Based on this message,TTP can compute
(r, k, c). Thus,σa = (r, k, c, ETTP(r, k, c)).

I(σa, ω) = 0 is obvious.

(b) If Step 6 is executed,TTP receivesr via the anonymous channel. Thus,σb =
(σa, anonch(U, r)).

I(σb; ω) = I(σa, anonch(U, r); ω) = H(ω) − H(ω|σa, anonch(U, r))

Sinceω andσa are independent if the value ofanonch(U, r) is fixed,

H(ω) − H(ω|σa, anonch(U, r)) = H(ω)− H(ω|anonch(U, r)) = I(anonch(U, r); ω)

7.4.7 A protocol based on ’blind signatures’

My next protocol relies on the concept of blind signatures introduced in [Chaum, 1982]. In this
scheme, the cryptogram the card outputs in Step 3 contains the conditional signature of the user.
TTP has to countersign the conditional signature in order to validate it, without being able to
read it. To preventTTP from reading the conditional signature, the signing process of TTP is
blinded by the card. Smart cardC also releases a token thatM will be able to use to unblind the
signature.
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In this case, conditionc is the following: "My signature on the above message is valid if and
only if deadlinet has passed andTTP countersigned it."

When presenting a solution based on blind signatures, we cannot treat cryptographic primitives
as black boxes (likesig or E), but we need some details on the algorithms used. Thus, I need to
introduce a slightly different notation that gives deeper insight into certain operations and their
parameters.

I use the following notation to present our solution based onblind signatures:

• The signature of the user on messagex is denoted assigU(x).

• TTP has two key pairs. One of them is an RSA key pair for digital signatures, the other
keypair is for an arbitrary algorithm for encryption/decryption.

– The RSA keypair ofTTP for digital signature is the following: the public key ise, the
public modulus ism, and the private exponentd. According to the RSA algorithm,
the signature ofTTP on messagex is xd mod m.

Note that an attacker may obtain signature (or decryption) from this keypair on an
arbitrary message, soTTP should not use this keypair for any other purpose.

– Encryption of messagex with the public encryption key ofTTP is denoted as
ETTP (x). Decryption of messagey with the private decryption key ofTTP is
denoted asDTTP(y).

• Symbol "∗" stands for multiplication modulom. Modulusm should be larger than the
largest possible value ofsigU(x).

The proposed protocol is as follows:

Protocol 10. – Privacy protecting protocol based on blind signatures

Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

Step 3: C → T : c, b, ETTP(c, r, sigU(m, c) ∗ be)
C generates random numbersr andb, wherer is a repudiation token andb is going to be
used to blind the signature ofTTP .

Step 4: T → M : m, c, b, ETTP(c, r, sigU(m, c) ∗ be)

Later, at a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, c, r

If userU would like to repudiate the signature, then:
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Step 6: U → TTP : r (via an anonymous channel)

After thet deadline:

Step 7: M → TTP : ETTP(c, r, sigU(m, c) ∗ be)

If deadlinet has passed andr was not submitted toTTP , then:

Step 8 : TTP → M : [sigU(m, c)) ∗ be]d = [sigU(m, c)]d ∗ b

Step 9: M acquires[sigU(m, c)]d usingb.

A third party needs to havem, c and(sigU(m, c))d in order to verify the conditional signature of
U .

Again, this protocol provides aprovable degree of privacy forU with respect toTTP , sinceTTP

receives onlyr (which is just a random number) andETTP (c, r, sigU(m, c) ∗ be). In this latter
cryptogram onlysigU(m, c)∗ be carries information that could be connected to userU . However,
according to [Chaum, 1982], the blind signature is unconditionally secure, so no algorithm exists
that can computesigU(m, c) based onsigU(m, c)∗be (with a probability better than1/2|sigU (m,c)|)
without knowing parameterb. Thus, the degree of privacy userU has is the same as the one
provided by the channel that is used in Step 6 for signature revocation. Moreover, if everyone
behaves honestly,U obtains unconditional privacy.

Note that in the above protocolTTP signs an incoming message without being able to see
what it is. AlthoughTTP may authenticateM to prevent denial of service attacks,M may
still obtain the signature ofTTP on an arbitrary message. SinceTTP does not use this private
key for anything else, such a signature is useful only if a conditional signature of the user was
signed. AlthoughM can compute the cryptogram and repeat Step 7 at will,M can only gain
countersignatures on signaturesU did not revoke.

7.4.8 A protocol based on ’halving the digital signature’

In this I make use of the fact that even ifTTP obtains one half of the bits of the conditional
signature ofU , TTP is still unable to compute the other half. Meanwhile, ifTTP countersigns
the half of the bits of the conditional signature, it is authenticated not much less securely than if
TTP countersigned the whole signature.

In this case, conditionc looks as follows: "My signature on the above message is valid if and
only if TTP countersigned its right half and deadlinet has passed."

According to our notation,left(x) means the left half of the bits of bitstringx, andright(x)
means its right half. Naturally,left(x)||right(x) = x where operation|| is concatenation. The
proposed protocol is as follows:

Protocol 11. – Privacy protecting protocol based on halving the digital signature
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Step 1: U → T : m

Step 2: T → C: m

Step 3: C → T : c, left [sigU(c, m)], ETTP (r, c, right [sigU(c, m)])
C generates random numberr. Again, the terminal cannot verify the conditional signature,
but sinceC is a trusted device,T may believe that the conditional signature onm was
encrypted by the public key ofTTP .

Step 4: T → M : m, c, left [sigU(c, m)], ETTP(r, c, right [sigU(c, m)])

Later, at a trusted terminal:

Step 5: C → U : M, m, c, r

If userU would like to repudiate the signature, then

Step 6: U → TTP : r (via an anonymous channel)

After the deadlinet:

Step 7: M → TTP : ETTP(r, c, right [sigU(c, m)])

If deadlinet has passed andr was not submitted toTTP , then:

Step 8: TTP → M : right [sigU(c, m)], sigTTP(right [sigU(c, m)])

Step 9: M computes:left [sigU(c, m)] || right [sigU(c, m)] = sigU(c, m)

A third party needs to havem, c, sigU(c, m), sigTTP(right [sigU(c, m)]) in order to verify the
conditional signature ofU .

Again,M may obtain multiple countersignatures on signatures not revoked byU . However, this
is not a problem. See the note at the end of Section 7.4.7. In contrast to the other solutions I
proposed, the smart card does not need to perform any complexcomputation (like blinding or
encryption) in this one, apart from generating the digital signature.

7.4.9 Comparison of protocols for revocable digital signatures

In this section I proposed five protocols for revocable digital signatures. If the user does not
forget to confirm her signature, Protocol 8 (based on the ’trapdoor function’ condition) is the
most efficient. On one hand, it requires the smart card to perform very simple operations (a hash
function) apart from the digital signature. On the other hand, Protocol 8 does not require a TTP.
(This implies that the user does not need to protect her privacy against a TTP.)

However, it is realistic that users tend to forget to confirm signatures, so I reckon that protocols
following the default accept approach might be more suitable for practical use. Probably, the
simplest protocol of this class is Protocol 7 (the one based on the ’simple deadline’ condition).
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Yet, in this protocol the user is defenseless against aTTP who may trace what transactions she
was engaged in.

Among the protocols that require aTTP but also protect the privacy of the user, Protocol 11
(the one based on halving the digital signature) requires the least complex operations. Though,
in case of Protocol 9 (based on ’bit commitment’) the user retains a provable degree of privacy.
If all parties behave honestly, the user has unconditional privacy, otherwise the user has a degree
of privacy equivalent with the one provided by the anonymouschannel. If the channel provides
unconditional privacy (that is possible in case of Onion routing or a Crowds-based network – see
[Syverson et al., 1997] or [Reiter and Rubin, 1998]), the user retains unconditional privacy with
respect toTTP .

8 A Solution based on Biometry

In this section, I propose a solution that allows the user to send digitally signed messages from
untrusted terminals. My solution combines the protection provided by the biometric features of
the user and the cryptographic algorithms running on the trusted smart card.

8.1 Extensions to the model

In Section 3, I modeled userU , remote partnerR and smart cardC as three independent
computational devices wishing to communicate with each-other, whereU has limited resources
that prevent the application of advanced cryptography. In this section I extend my model, and
do not consider userU merely a slow computer, butI consider the user a human beingthat has
additional abilities:

• Humans havebiometric features. On the one hand, they can be identified by means of
biometry; on the other hand, a human can also identify other humans using biometry.

In particular, I make use of the fact that humans can produce and verify so-called ’biometric
signatures’. I provide a discussion on the nature and the strength of such signatures in
Section 8.2

• I also assume that userU has a timer independent from untrusted terminalT (e.g. a watch),
soU is able to measure time.

• By removing the card userU is able to block the channel between smart cardC and
terminalT .

8.2 Biometric signatures

Most biometric features only enable the identification of humans, but some can also be used to
transmit information. For example, fingerprint verification can only identify people, but the
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recorded voice combines the identity of the individual withthe content of the speech. Out
of the known biometric methods speaker verification, audiovisual verification and handwriting
verification can fulfill such criteria.

I use the concept of time (with the assumption that manipulating a biometric message requires
a certain amount of time or even user interaction) to reinforce biometric authenticity. Since
handwriting is less connected to time, I am going to refer to the two others as ’biometric
methods’.

Henceforth, I will use notationbio(m) to denote the bitstream that userU produces when
transforming plaintext messagem into a biometric format. To producebio(m), userU does
not need to perform any mathematical operations; a typical example ofbio(m) can be an .avi
video file that contains the video message of userU reading plaintext messagem. The exact
encoding ofbio(m) depends on the video camera connected to terminalT . I model the video
camera to be a part of untrusted terminalT , so it does not need to be trusted by the user.

8.2.1 Required degree of security

The userU transforms the messagem to a biometric format to ensure its authenticity. Thebio(m)
message is in a format that carries the biometric features ofthe sender too. I suppose, it is ’safer’
than the plaintext messagem. In this section the extent of this ’safety’ is analyzed.

1. Unconditional securitywould mean thatbio(m) messages cannot be counterfeited or
manipulated.

2. Practical safety: This means that the attacker needs considerably more time to counterfeit
bio(m), than to counterfeitm itself.

3. No significant security: The other extreme case would be to considerbio(m) messages
as secure asm (plaintext messages), so attackers do not need considerably more time to
manipulate them.

Unconditional security is not a realistic assumption. I assume that if the attacker has enough time
and resources, anybio(m) can be manipulated, so considering them perfectly secure, is out of the
question. I also assume that it is possible to calibrate a biometric method (bio) to give practical
safety.

8.2.2 ’Key space’

A biometrically signed message – just like a cryptographically signed one – is a result of a
transformation based on some secretk. While in case of cryptography,k is a set of bits, in case of
biometric signatureskUbio

is more complex: it is a combination of the biometrical characteristics
of U . However, these can be affected by the following factors:

• Biometric identity: time-invariant biometric characteristics ofU
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• Current condition: Ever-changing factors that cannot be pre-planned in any way. E.g.:
mood, illnesses, fatigue, aging, etc.

• Conscious alterations: Various attempts ofU to influence the current sample.

Although the above represent an infinitely large key space, only factors known to theR can
be used as secret key. Moreover, the above factors have to be measured, and the precision of
measurement limits the size of the key too. Biometric systems are constructed on the assumption
that the measuredbiometric identity of each individual is different. This means, that the key
space of biometric identities is considered extremely large, even if their value cannot be measured
exactly.

8.2.3 Possible attacks

If the attacker has observed the previousbio(m1), bio(m2), ..., bio(mn), and wishes to prepare a
counterfeitedbio(m′) message, two kind of attacks are possible:

1. The attacker may observe the biometrical characteristics of U and try to extractkbio from
the recorded messages in order to synthesize a completebio(m′). In this case the attacker
tries to masquerade itself asU , and trick thepartner identificationmechanism ofR.
Fortunately, this attack is far beyond the capabilities of most attackers.

2. Not being able to synthesize abio(m′) message, the attacker may choose to create it using
cut-and-paste from one or more previousbio(mi) messages sent byU . Thus, the attacker
violates theintegrityof the message, while every part ofbio(m′) originates fromU .

8.2.4 Protecting the integrity

The main weakness ofbio(m) messages is that thebio transformation does not have the
completenessproperty. [Buttyán and Vajda, 2004] This means that modification of one part of
bio(m) does not require modifications in any other parts. What is thesmallest part an attacker
may try to modify? Sincebio(m) does not consist of blocks, the attacker may try to manipulate
segments of any size. However, since the aim of the attacker is more than successfully modifying
bio(m), but to makeR acceptX wherebio−1(X) = m′ 6= m. If m consists of characters,
no attack onbio(m) can be called successful, that does not modify at least one character in
m. Although, thebio transformation does not satisfy the criteria of completeness, biometric
messages have an internal structure that chains segments ofbio(m) together. On an audio
message this can be the changes in amplitude of the voice or the tone of the speaker. On a
video message this can be the changes in the facial expressions or the position, behavior or even
clothes of the person.

While checking these properties using algorithms could be very awkward, the human brain
triggers for any sudden or unpredicted changes in the biometrical characteristics of the speaker.
The task of the attacker can be made especially hard if the biometric method is calibrated using
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other artificial methods to chain blocks of thebio(m) together. Good examples for the audio
channel could be a different systematic background noise ormusic under the message. On the
video channel a clock or television in the background can be used to harden cut-and-paste attacks.
The method to preserve the structure of the message need not be secret:U can announce the
method at the beginning ofbio(m), since the method only has to be one-time and consistent in
the wholebio(m). If the attacker wishes to paste together segments frombio(mi) andbio(mj),
the manipulation of the biometric structure of the messagesis needed. Although, this is not
impossible, it requires a significant amount of resources and human interaction too.

I assume that the attacker needs significantly more time, to prepare such an attack, thanU needs
to createbio(m).

Protecting the sender’s identity In case of plaintext messagesm contains no algorithmic
protection, an attacker is able to send a validm′ message in the name of any userU without any
information on the person. Viruses, that spread by email in the name of the user use this simple
principle. However, every part ofbio(m) carries the identity of userU . Since the key spacekbio

is large, no attacker has realistic chances of creating a valid bio(m′) message without having any
a priori information on userU . Thus, an attacker has toplan the attack against each specific
userU . Messages ofU has to be observed and recorded in order to synthesize a validbio(m′)
message.

Biometric messages are very hard to counterfeit. However, if we suppose, that the attacker is
able to extractkbio from bio(m1), bio(m2), ..., bio(mn), and is able to synthesize abio(m′)
message usingkbio, bio(m) does not provide proper partner identification. On one hand,neither
of the above is true for most attackers, on the other hand, since the integrity of messages can be
guaranteed, even a simple algorithmic protection is able toprevent attacks. In (Section 8.3.3) I
show an example for strengthening biometric messages with simple algorithmic mechanisms.

8.3 Proposed solution

8.3.1 The protocol

I propose, that instead of digitally signing plaintext messages,the user should sign biometric
messages. These messages already carry the biometric signature of the user. However, since
I assume that some attackers are able to forge or manipulate biometric messages, I propose
that the biometric message should also be signed by the user’s smart card to provide additional
cryptographic protection.

In this section, I propose a protocol that provides a combination of biometric and cryptographic
protection. The smart card of the user acts as a ’secure time gate’ to ensure that the attacker
has very little time to manipulate the message on the fly. (SeeSection 8.4 for a more detailed
analysis.) To prevent the attacker from preparing counterfeited messages beforehand, I also
introduced a simple algorithmic protection based on one-time-passwords. (See Section 8.3.3 for
an example.)
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In fact, the smart card computes aconditional signatureon the user’s messagem. This
conditional signature is equivalent with the users handwritten signature if the digital signature
is correct, the biometric structure of the message has not been violated, timestamps originating
from the user and from the card are at the appropriate locations, and the message contains the
appropriate algorithmic authenticators.

Protocol 12. – Protocol for sending authentic biometric messages

1. U → C: U inserts the card,C obtains thetstart timestamp,U removes the card.

2. U creates theM = bio(tbeginning, fk(m), tend) message in one of the above biometric
formats.

3. U → C: U inserts the card and sends a hash ofM to C, C obtains thetsign timestamp.

4. C calculates thesignkC
{IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, M} signature.

5. C → U : IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, signkC
{IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, M}

6. U → R: IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, M, sign{IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, M}

7. R verifies the message using biometric verification and by checking the digital signature
and the timestamps. The verification is detailed in the next section.

An implementation of this protocol has been prepared by Örs Sánta. See Section 8.6.

8.3.2 Details of each protocolstep

In this section I give a detailed explanation of each step of Protocol 12.

1. U → C: Before the creation of the biometric message, userU notifies cardC by inserting
the card. The user must remove the card after it has acquired asecure timestamp (tstart).
CardC stores the timestamptstart. The recording of the biometric message begins in the
moment, when userU removes the card from the terminal.

The notification, and the fixed timestamptstart ensure, that terminalT cannot prepare a
complete messagem′ before starting the recording, because biometric timestamp tbeginning

should match timestamptstart, which is not known before the recording.

The removal of the card is necessary, because otherwise terminal T may delay the user’s
notification to the card, so cardC would obtain atstart value chosen by terminalT . This
would give terminalT more time to prepare a manipulated message. Thus, if the carddoes
not respond to the user, it should be removed after a short time (e.g. 30 seconds), to prevent
this kind of attack.

I emphasize the significance of card removal in general too, since it is a robust method for
the user to prevent the terminal from accessing the card. However, the user still cannot
know how manyT -C transactions were performed while the card was in the reader.
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2. Since the integrity of a plaintext message cannot be guaranteed, userU has to prepare
messagem in a biometric format. Thus, the user prepares messageM , whereM =
(bio(tbeginning, fk(m), tend). Biometry ensures integrity, andf is a simple transformation
(Section 8.3.3) that protects against attackers who can synthesize a counterfeitbio(m′).
(Section 8.2) The transformationf has a one-time secret parameterk that is a secret key
betweenU andC. (see 8.3.3)

The timestampstbeginning andtend should be produced byU ’s own timer (e.g. watch) at the
beginning and at the end of the recording ofbio(fk(m)). Since the message is being created
onT , the terminal may try to manipulate at this point. Note that timestampstbeginning and
tend are ’biometric timestamps’, they are contained in the biometric message (e.g. they are
pronounced by the user on the video recording).

3. U → C: UserU inserts the card, and sends theM message to it. (More precisely, it sends
the hash value only, where the hash is calculated by the terminal.) This is the last point,
whereT may tamper with the message. After this, the digital signature will be computed
behind the hardware firewall ofC, andT will not be able to manipulate the signedM . U
insertsC into T only for a short time again. If the signature (step 5) does notarrive in
e.g. 30 seconds, there is a high chance of an attack similar tothe one described at step 1,
so the card should be removed.T must forward the message toC now, since it cannot do
it whenU insertsC next time, because then thetend biometric timestamp inM would be
considerably different from thetsign timestamp of the signing. After the hash code ofM
has arrived,C obtains another secure timestamptsign.

4. C adds a header includingtstart andtsign to the message and signs both the message and the
header with it’s own private keykc. From this point further manipulation of the message
withoutkc impossible.
The headerC adds should contain the following:

IU The name of the userU and the public key ofC (with a certificate).

VU Information required for the biometrical identification ofU . IU andVU make this
protocol ’public key’, so that it can work withoutU andR having to agree onU ’s
biometric features using a secure channel.

tstart The time, when the recording of the biometric message was started. This is
acquired in step 1.

tsign The time, when the recording of the biometric message was finished, and the
message was signed. This timestamp is acquired in this step.

k The secret parameter off in step 2. (Section 8.3.3)

Thus the signature computed byC becomes:signkc
{IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, M}

5. C → U : IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, signkc
{IU , VU , tstart, tsign, k, M}
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6. U → R: U removes the card from the terminal and forwards the above message toR
together withM .

7. R has to verify the following:

(a) Ism = bio−1(f−1
k (m)) a valid message? – Otherwise the message has been tampered

with.

(b) If mbio = (tbeginning, m, tend), is it true thattend − tbeginning = length(bio(m))? This
forces the attacker, to prepare am′ manipulated message wherelength(bio(m)) =
length(bio(m′)).

(c) Is it true thattstart < tbeginning < tend < tsign? This checks for causality. Any
naturally and correctly created message must have this feature. If not, than the
message has obviously been tampered with.

(d) Is tbeginning − tstart < tsafety1 and istsign − tend < tsafety2, wheretsafety1 andtsafety2

are system parameters that should be scaled properly. Both of them are relatively
small, approximately a few seconds. Their impact is critical on the security of the
system, their role is detailed in Section 8.4.
While tstart andtsign are securely acquired by the card,tbeginning andtend are acquired
by the user and transferred toC with no other protection than the biometric features
of U . So, while the attacker cannot modifytstart and tsign, there is a chance that
tbeginning andtend have been tampered with. In this point,R checks iftbeginning and
tend are close enough totstart andtsign.

(e) If the message came fromU , was it correctly signed byU ’s card,C? (This is the
normal PKI problem that has to be solved in the traditional approach.)
The digital signature certifies thatC was present, and the message has not been
modified from the time it was signed. TheIU parameter also serves as a secure
way to identifyU . However, the digital signature ofC does not certify integrity.

(f) Was the message created by the person, whose characteristics are described byVU?
Since theVU parameter originates fromC, it can be assumed to be authentic. This
enables thatU and R do not have to agree onU ’s biometric features before the
transaction using a secure channel.

(g) Was them message signed by thefk transformation correctly? (see 8.3.3)

(h) Is the structure of the biometric message consistent or has it been tampered with?
(E.g. Do the lips of the person on the video move, when the speech is heard? Is the
background music consistent?)

(i) Was the theft ofC not reported byU?

If all the above have been ensured,R knows that:

• The message was created byU .
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• The message was signed byU ’s card.

• The message was created betweentstart andtsign.

• The attacker had extremely little time to alter the message.

8.3.3 Algorithmic protection

In Section 8.2.4 I have shown that if a suitable biometric method is selected, it may be
troublesome for the attacker to breach the integrity of a biometric message. In Section 8.2.4 I
assumed it is very difficult and time consuming for the attacker to synthesize a biometric message
that carries the characteristics of userU (without replaying a previously recorded sample). The
concept of Protocol 12 is to force the attacker into producing a biometric message in a very short
time, where this message has a well defined structure and it also contains fresh information that
the attacker cannot guess beforehand.

In some situations, the attacker may be able to guesstbeginning andtend, so it seems beneficial to
extend the space fo the above fresh information that needs tobe included in counterfeit biometric
messageM ′. The following, most simple mechanism of algorithmic protection is sufficient for
achieving the above goal:

fk(m) = m|k

where | denotes concatenation. This means, one-time passwordk is appended to the end of
messagem.

I wish to avoid thatU andR has to agree onk, so in my protocol the key is known toU andC (k
can be issued toU together withC just likeC ’s PIN code).C is able to sendk to R on a secure
channel if needed.

8.3.4 How can the card obtain a secure timestamp?

Today’s smart cards do not have a timer. However, certain secure computational devices, such
as iButtons ([Dallas Semiconductor, 2001]), do have a built-in secure clock. These devices can
safely use their own timer to obtain a secure timestamp. Other cards need to get a secure time
from a ’secure time server’ (STS) with the following protocol:

Protocol 13. – Protocol for obtaining secure timestamps

1. C → STS: n, wheren is a nonce value.

2. STS → C: t, signkSTS
{n, t}
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The purpose of this protocol is to obtain (trequest), the time of step 1. However, communication
with STS takes time, soSTS will return t instead oftrequest. It also takes time for the message in
step 2 to return toC, soC will receivet only attanswer. Note thatC can only communicate with
theSTS throughT . While T is not able to modify the timestamp, it may delay any message.
Thus,C can only be sure thattanswer ≥ t ≥ trequest. Alas,C – not having a timer – cannot know
the exacttrequest. If T delays step 1,trequest � t occurs, and the terminal has more time to forge
a bio(m′) message. IfT delays step 2,t � tanswer would occur, butT would gain no advantage
of this.

However, in the above protocol, not only steps 1 and 2 can be delayed. SinceC is always a slave
in the T -C communication [Berta and Mann, 2000b], step 1 is also initiated by the terminal.
Let’s shall call this initiation step 0 that takes place after the user inserted the card attU . A delay
in step 0 causestU � trequest, which also givesT more time to forge abio(m′) message. It is
trivial that no protocol is totally invulnerable to delays of step 0 and step 1. The fact thatC has to
requestthe secure time, induces that this request can be delayed. The practical solution for this is
timeout. However,C cannot timeout this operation, becauseC has no timer, soU has to.U must
remove the card from the terminal after a given time unconditionally (as it is described in our
protocol in Section 8.3.1), and reset the above protocol. Naturally, connecting to aSTS takes
time, and requires highertsafety1 andtsafety2parameters. (According to the implementation of
[Sánta, 2004], 3-5 seconds were more than enough for the entire process for the entire process.
I assume that 30 seconds are enough even in the worst-case scenario.) Still, in the protocol
described in Section 8.3.1, devices with their own timer aremore secure.

8.4 The importance oftsafety1 and tsafety2

After the message reached the card the attacker does not havethe possibility to manipulate it
without having to crack the digital signature. This means the message can only be modified
before it is sent to the card. Since the card puts thetstart andtsign timestamps onto the message
right before signing it, these two cannot be modified by the attacker. The attacker does not have
the chance to obtain additional – considerably different – timestamps, because the card is inserted
into the terminal only attstart and attsign. Moreover, the exact value oftstart is not known before
U starts recording the message, andtsign is not known beforeU finishes the message. If the
attacker wishes to preparebio(m′), it has to prepare thebio(t′beginning) andbio(t′end) manipulated
biometric timestamps that carry the biometric characteristics ofU and also satisfy thet′beginning−
tstart < tsafety1 andtsign − t′end < tsafety2 criteria.

The attacker may have the following strategies:

1. The attacker may try to guesststart and tsign, and createbio(m′) messages with proper
bio(t′beginning) andbio(t′end) satisfying the above criteria. Iftsafety1 andtsafety2 are small,
there are but minor chances that both timestamps are correct.

2. The attacker may do the manipulations online. WhileU is recording thebio(m) message,
the attacker may manipulate it onT . This requires the attacker to load all the tools for
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the precise manipulation of the biometric message ontoT . Not all terminals are capable of
this. Moreover,bio(m′) should have the same length as thebio(m) messageU is preparing,
because the card’s presence is needed for the signature, andthe card is only present at
tsign. SinceT has the time of the recording for manipulation, long messages are more
vulnerable. However if the biometric message contains a checksum (even a very simple
one) at the end, the attacker may only manipulate if the message is finished. This brings
us to the next point.

3. The attacker may also try to manipulate the already finished message. That means that after
U finishesbio(m), the attacker may intercept it, and modify certain parts before forwarding
it to C. The attacker has onlytsafety2 time for this, and iftsafety2 is small – according to
Section 8.2 – this is almost impossible.

As it can be seen, the exact values of thetsafety1 and tsafety2 parameters are critical for the
security of the whole system.

8.5 Formal proof of the security of the protocol

I assume that the attacker has observedM1, M2, ... Mk biometric messages from userU and
he also knows the correspondingm1, m2, ... mk plaintext messages (whereMi = bio(mi)). I
also assume that the attacker was able to forge biometric messagesM ′

1, M ′
2, ... M ′

n that carry the
biometric identity of userU (but he does not have a signature for any of them).

The aim of the attacker is to makeR accept biometric messageM ′, where@i, bio−1(M ′) = mi

(i.e. where the meaning of messageM ′ is different from the meaning of any previously observed
message).

The relation of timestamps that appear in the protocol is illustrated on Figure 7. Byttimestamp I
denote the time required for the user to pronounce a timestamp and bytpassword I denote the time
required for the user to pronounce a password.

Figure 7: The relation of timestamps that appear in the protocol
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We can make the following assumptions about the abilities ofthe attacker:

(B1) The attacker can produce the digital signature of userU on a message with a negligible
probablitiy only, where the message is chosen randomly (with a uniform distribution) from
the space of all possible messages.

(B2) The attacker can guess one-time passwordk with a negligible probability only.

(B3) The attacker has but a negligible chance to produce messageM ′ in (tsafety2 + ttimestamp +
tpassword) time for a specific one-time passwordk, where messageM ′ has the following
properties:

a) @i wheremi = bio−1(M ′).

b) R recognizesM as a biometric message originating from userU , i.e. R canidentify
userU .

c) R does not notice that the message has been tampered with, which meansR does
not notice that the biometricintegrity (see Section 8.2.4) of the message has been
violated.

d) R recognizes that the message has the structure defined by the protocol (i.e. it
contains timestampstbeginning and atend, and it also contains a one-time password
before timestamptend).

Assumption B3 can be summarized as follows: The attacker hasbut a negligible chance to
produce messageM ′ in (tsafety2 + ttimestamp + tpassword) time for a specific one-time password
k, whereremote partnerR percieves that messageM ′ is a valid message originating from user
U . This means that the quality of the counterfeited messageM ′ is good enough to trickR. This
complex assumption limites the abilities of the attacker relatively to those of the remote parnter.

Proposition 4. If assumptions B1, B2 and B3 hold, the attacker has a negligible chance to mount
a successful attack against Protocol 12.

Proof. There are three phases when the attacker may mount an attack (i.e. replace the user’s
messageMk with his ownM ′):

1. Before the user started to pronounce the one-time password, i.e. beforetend− (ttimestamp +
tpassword). In this phase the attacker does not know one-time passwordk, and according
to Assumption B2, he has but a negligible chance to guess it. Thus, the attacker has a
negligible chance to mount a successful attack in this phase.

2. After Phase 1, but before the hash of the biometric messageis sent to the card, i.e. between
tend−(ttimestamp +tpassword) andtsign. Even if the attacker can guess the both the one-time
password and timestamptend at the beginning of this phase, according to Assumption B3,
he has too little time to produce a counterfeit message with aquality thatR would accept.
(Note thatR will reject the message iftsign ≥ tend + tsafety2.) Thus, the attacker has a
negligible chance to mount a successful attack in this phase.
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3. After the message is sent to the card, i.e. aftertsign. In this phase the message is
protected by the digital signature of the card. According toAssumption 1, the attacker
has a negligible chance to forge a valid signature forM ′.

8.6 An implementation

Örs Sánta has prepared an implementation of this protocol [Sánta, 2004], his system can be
used for sending authentic video messages from untrusted terminals. PC-side components of his
system were implemented in Java, and Cyberflex Access Java Cards from Axalto were used for
implementing the non-standardized smart card functions.

Figure 8: The recording of the message begins when the card isremoved

His implementation consists of several components:

• The component that can be used for sending messages runs on the untrusted terminal.
(Figure 8.6) As the user inserts and removes the smart card from the reader to obtaintstart,
the recording of the message begins using a webcam connectedto the computer. Naturally,
this component was developed with the assumption that an attacker may replace it with a
fake one. This component outputs the signed message to a file that can be sent to the
recipient via email.
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• The component that can be used for verifying messages is partly run by the computer,
partly by the human. The computer is responsible for verifying the digital signature and
the length of the message (in fact, a further safety parameter had to be introduced in order
to overcome time synchronization problems [Sánta, 2004]) and the human is responsible
for verifying the biometry of the message and the algorithmic protection.

• The secure time server is a very simple process that providesdigitally signed timestamps.
In this implementation, the card receives the public key of the secure time server at the
time of personalization. The protocol for obtaining the secure timestamp was quicker than
expected, 3-5 seconds were usually suitable fortsafety1 andtsafety2.

• There is a further component in the system, namely a web server that holds the webpage
of the user. The webpage contains the information required for the biometric verification
of the userVU . The web server was introduced due to the severe storage limitations of the
smart card. This way, the card passes an Internet address to the remote partner that can be
used to authenticate the user. The web server needs to have a valid SSL certificate, so that
the remote partner can access its contents in an authenticated way. Naturally, there can be
a different web server for each user.

• The smart card is not only a component in the system, but also the tool that the user
could rely on for starting and stopping the recording. This ensured that thetstart andtsign

timestamps are as precise as possible.

Another critical question was the management of the one-time secret keyk that is shared
between the user and the card. In the current version, a set ofkeys can be installed onto
the card from a trusted terminal, using a simple PIN code. Thekeys are generated by the
user. If she runs out of keys, she needs to approach another trusted terminal for installing
additional keys onto the card.



Part III
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Thesis 1 – Formal model and proof of the limitations of the user

I have developed a formal model that – in commercial applications – better describes the
algorithmic abilities of the user at an untrusted terminal than previous models. Within
my model I have proven that a user at an untrusted terminal cannot establish a secure
(encrypted or authenticated) channel with a third party.
Publications: [Berta and Vajda, 2003b], [Berta and Vajda, 2004] [Berta and Vajda, 2002]
[Berta and Vajda, 2003a]

1.1 Model

I have developed a formal model that – in commercial applications – better describes the
algorithmic abilities of the user at an untrusted terminal than previous models. In contrast
to the usual approach of defining what abilities the user has,I defined what abilities she
does not have.

While several models exist that describe the abilities of computers, they cannot be easily applied
to humans. Previous models described the user as a poor computer, and estimated the amount
of resources the user had. Most previous works assume that e.g. the user can perform a certain
number of operations, and show a solution for this scenario.

Unfortunately, it seems to be very hard to describe the algorithmic abilities of a human. On
the one hand, different humans have significantly differentamount of resources. I assume,
most humans are able to perform very few operations (e.g. bitor character operations) per
second. However, some humans may possess an extraordinary amount of resources, or they may
consider a single message important enough to sacrifice a long period of time for encrypting it
or calculating a cryptographic checksum to protect it.

On the other hand, while algorithmic complexity theory usually expresses resource constraints
as function of the input length, this approach cannot be easily applied to humans. While the
speed of computers increases rapidly every year, we cannot speak of such an increase in case of
humans. Neither does the length of the text of documents thatneed to be processed increase.
Perhaps, instead of asymptotic boundaries of required resources, humans would prefer to have a
constant boundary that is required for their typical messages.

Even if the message is a few kilobytes long, the time requiredfor processing the message
becomes unacceptable for average humans.

In contrast to the approach of defining the user’s abilities by describing what she can perform,
I have defined the abilities of the user at an untrusted terminal (i.e. she has no trusted
computational devices at her disposal) by formalizing whatshe obviouslycannotperform:

• The human usercannot encrypt a messagewith a level of security the terminal cannot
easily breach (and neither can she decrypt ciphertexts withsuch a secure encryption).

• The human usercannot compute a cryptographic checksumwith a level of security the
terminal cannot easily breach (and neither can she verify such a strong checksum).
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My model describes the scenario of commercial applications(where large masses of users need
to send messages without having any extraordinary abilities), if the message to be sent is too long
for using one-time-pads.

Within my model I have proven that a user with the above restrictions cannot take part in any
protocol that could allow her to send ’long’ messages in an encrypted or authenticated way at a
level of security the untrusted terminal cannot easily breach. Thus, a remote partner (who has a
trusted computer too) cannot help the user at the untrusted terminal in establishing an encrypted
or authenticated channel.

This means, no possible solution exists for the user for secure (encrypted or authenticated)
communication within the severe but realistic boundaries of my model.

I do not know of any similar negative formal proof on the possibilities of the human.

1.2 Secrecy

Within my model I have proven that a user at an untrusted terminal cannot take part in
any protocol that allows her to send messages with a level of secrecy the untrusted terminal
cannot easily breach.

See proof in Section 4.2.

1.3 Message authenticity

Within my model I have proven that a user at an untrusted terminal cannot take part in
any protocol that allows her to send messages with a level of authenticity the untrusted
terminal cannot easily breach.

See proof in Section 4.3.
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Thesis 2 – A solution based on revocable signatures

I have developed a framework that allows the user to perform digital signature operations
at untrusted terminals, review the signatures from trusted terminals, and to revoke
unintended signatures. I have showed that help from a trusted third party (TTP) is
required in most practical scenarios. I have developed a solution where the user is able to
retain a provable degree of privacy with respect to the TTP.
Publications: [Berta et al., 2005b], [Berta et al., 2003], [Berta et al., 2004a],
[Berta et al., 2004b]
Current systems that use digital signatures do not have any protection against the attacks
of untrusted terminals. Although there are solutions that provide means for the user for
authenticating certain terminals, authenticating the terminal does not guarantee that the terminal
has not been tampered with.

Credit card based payment systems already provide a way of mitigating the problem of untrusted
terminals by allowing the user to repudiate certain transactions afterwards. I reckon, this is
not a technical but a statistical method that relies on the experience that most users and most
merchants are not malicious, so most transactions are not revoked. Credit card systems are still
cost-effective, but the number of attacks increases rapidly, and new technologies allow villains
to mount attacks at large scale. Existing solutions provideneither the user nor the merchant any
proof of the transaction, usually both parties are at the mercy of the credit card company.

I have shown that – within the boundaries of my model – the usercannot send authentic messages
from untrusted terminals. I extended my model by posing different, weaker requirements on
digital signatures by following the paradigm of Rivest: thedigital signature should not be non-
repudiable proof, it should merely be plausible evidence.

I have developed a framework that – similarly to credit card systems – allows the user to review
signatures and revoke unintended ones. In contrast to credit card based payment systems, my
framework is not limited to payment, but the user can sign an arbitrary document at the untrusted
terminal. Within my framework, a conditionally signed document is sent to the recipient. The
user cannot change it anymore, but she can claim that she did not sign that particular document.
If she revokes an intended signature, the recipient can use the revoked signature as plausible
evidence for proving that the user was present at the terminal and initiated a trasaction.

I have identified two classes of signature revocation protocols. Those protocols where the user
needs to confirm intended signatures (and unconfirmed signatures are rejected) are more simple,
but a merchant cannot do business with users who forget to confirm their signatures. Those
protocols where the user needs to revoke unintended signatures (and unrevoked signatures are
accepted) are more suitable for practical use, but I showed that they all require help from a trusted
third party (TTP). While the user may trust this TTP for signature revocation, she does not want
the TTP to know where, when and what messages she signed. I have developed a protocol,
where the user retains a provable degree of privacy: In case of this protocol I have proven that if
all parties behave well, the user retains unconditional privacy (with respect to the TTP), and if the
signature needs to be revoked, the user retains the degree ofprivacy provided by the anonymous
channel that is used for submitting the revocation.
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Thesis 3 – Biometric solution

I propose that a user should use her biometric abilities to protect her messages sent from
untrusted terminals. I have developed a protocol where the user sends ’biometric messages’
(easily produced, but very costly and time-consuming to attack) to a remote partner, and a
smart card ensures that a malicious terminal has very littletime to perform the attack.

Publications: [Berta and Vajda, 2003a], [Berta, 2002], [Berta and Vajda, 2002],
[Bencsáth and Berta, 2004]

Many systems rely on biometric methods for authenticating users. For example, fingerprint
recognition, voice pattern recognition or iris scan can be used for authenticating a user when
she is accessing a certain room or device. Other systems recognize biometric patterns of a user.
For example, a voice recognition system may recognize wordsa human says, so the human may
issue orders to a computer in speech.

I have combined the above two systems, and proposed that their combination can be used against
malicious terminals. A user should send her messages in a biometric format; e.g. as a video
message. Biometric messages encapsulate the content of a plaintext message and the user’s
biometric identity. Any part of the message carries the biometric identity of the user, and
these messages also have an implicit structure. (For example, there are regularities in how the
rhythm or the tone of the user’s voice may alter during a speech.) I found that voice, video and
handwriting fulfil the above criteria.

Using biometric messages is safer (i.e. harder to counterfeit) than using plaintext ones. On the
one hand, an attacker needs toprepare a different attack against each user. The attacker needs
to observe many biometric samples of a targeted user to counterfeit a message. It is not possible
to easily attack all users in a system simultaneously (wheree.g. a computer virus can send fake
messages in the name of many users). On the other hand,the attack is costly and time-consuming,
it may even require human interaction. Performing such an attack requires resources that many
adversaries do not possess. I assume that some attackers have enough resources to counterfeit
biometric messages, but theattacker requires significantly more timefor forging a biometric
message than for forging a plaintext message.

I have proposed a protocol where the biometric protection ofthe message is strengthened by the
digital signature of the smart card.I assume that the card can obtain the current time securely
and also assume that the user has a timer independent from theterminal (e.g. a watch).

During the protocol the user has to read her watch and announce the current time, thus she
produces a ’biometric timestamp’. Before the smart card signs the biometric message, it appends
a securely obtained timestamp to the message. A party checking the signature on the biometric
message should also check the biometric integrity of the message, and verify that the distance
between the biometric timestamp originating from the user and the secure timestamp originating
from the card is less than a safety-parameter.

I claim that with the proper calibration of the biometric method and the amount of the safety-
parameter it can be assured thata malicious terminal does not have enough time to perform the
attack. I have proven that if the biometric method is properly calibrated, my protocol is secure.
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